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TURNING 
~ ___ ..... ~'" . NEW 
__,.~ ~~.:..-t~ • EAVES 
2 
GROU DBREAKING CEREMONY: (L to R) 
Principal Thomas Perry, School Board 
Members Bernard Corneil and jacqueline 
Tuell, Construction Engineer Harvey 
Sawyer, School Board Chairman George 
Cunningham, Trustee Carol Mower, and 
Superintendent of Schools joseph Matava. 


Joseph ,\-1atava 
Thomas Perr} 
46 2) 
117 (7-8) 
6 
The Best of Times . 
On the night of April 16, 1984, rain drizzled in the greying 
twilight. All the unpleasantness outside had no effect on the 
mood in ide the Bangor Civic Center. Young couples 
danced the night away at the junior Prom. The Civic Center 
was artfully decorated. Upon entering, each girl received an 
elegant, long-stemmed red rose. Dancers dressed in lace, 
ruffled taffeta, satin, and organdy gowns swayed in the 
arms of their escorts. Black, grey, and blue tuxedos gleamed 
across the floor. 
While the band, SOU DTRAC, took a well-deserved 
break, magician Bruce johnson entertained us with his 
legerdemain . The magical evening ended at the stroke of 
midnight. 
• • 
Night to Remember! 
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Rituals 
of 
Spring 
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A shimmer of light shines forth -
Memories of our past and 
Promises of new beginnings. 
SPRING 
TENNI : (Row 1, L to R) Faith Erhardt, Karin 
Netland, Kathy Watt, jenny jacobs, Val Wallace, 
jeanne Comeau, Sue Lambing. (Row 2) Coach 
john McPhail, Phil Pattakos, Dwight Hasbrouck, 
Pat Sanger, john McDonough, Tom Hayes, jon 
Robinson. 
GIRLS' TRACK: (Row 1, L toR) Kelly Mc-
Cormack, Laura Ross, Anita Storch. 
(Row 2) jenni Tremblay, Diane Demaso, 
Amy Guidotti, Rose Worster, Anne 
Wilson, Elke Brutsaert, julie Sibley. (Row 
3) Coach Connors, Debbie McCrum, 
Lucy Wilson, Chris Sullivan, Diane jen-
nings, Marji Russ, }en Grant, Stephanie 
Erb, Tara Corcoran. 
BOY'S TRACK: (Row 1, L to 
R) Hein Brutsaert, Kevin 
Parady, john Sucec. (Row 2) 
Dave Lynch, Diane Demaso, 
Jamie Wagner, Amy Guidot-
ti, Mark Sullivan, Levi Ross, 
Howard Wright, Mark 
Hume, Mike Boyd, Ray 
Wood. (Row 3) Coach Mike 
Hutchins, Coach Kevin Dyer, 
Chris Decker, Bobby Mc-
Cormick, Chris Thibodeau, 
jim Lucy, Tim Daniels, Peter 
Allen, joe Trefethen, Coach 
Cliff McCormick. (Row 4) 
Mike Roundy, H. I. Hasey, 
Lucy Wilson, Palmer Myers, 
Alan Tenney, Anne Wilson, 
Steve Ismail, Barney Boyd, 
Matt Rice, Steve Sprague, 
Andy DiSiervo, Kevin 
Therrien. 
14 
SPORTS 
SOFTBALL: (Row 1, L to R) ancy Lyford, Lisa 
Simpson, Heidi Bailey, Eileen Graham. (Row 2) 
Cherie Comstock, Ann Tuell, Tammy Thibodeau, 
Debbie Ingraham, Judy azzaro, Michelle Gif-
ford, Sandy Hart. (Row 3) Coach Tredwell, Lyn 
Moody, Teresa Snow, Liz DeVoe, Sue Clark, 
Sandy Modery, }oannie Coss, Missy Farnsworth, 
Dawn Nason. 
FRESHMEN BASEBALL: (Row 1, L to R) 
Don Clapp, Trey Clukey, Kevin Sinclair, 
Steve Munsey, Scott Duplessis, Robbie 
Cross, Rick Delaney. (Row 2) David 
Carlson, Noel Spencer, Matt Allen, 
Todd Savoy, john Pelleriti, Scott 
Helgeson, Brian Roundy, Coach Cary 
Lewia. (Row 3) John Cota, john 
Downey, Demian Moore, Derek King, 
Wayne Conyar, Andy Marks, Ryan 
Stone, Kurt Brasslett, Coach Berthiaume. 
BASEBALL: (Row 1, L to R) 
Don Erb, Chris Corneil, 
}amey Doughty, john Griffin, 
Rick Hambrock. (Row 2) Tim 
Dexter, Frank Hackett, Tim 
McCluskey, Casey Cobb, 
Don Smith, John Richard , B. 
}. Hale. (Row 3) Coach 
Pelleriti, Matt Shannon, Eric 
Mason , Chris Matava , 
Trevor Price, Greg Roger-
son, Tony Meyer, Coach 
Nichols. 
15 
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The leaves dress in uniform 
Each spring, 
Their common green, a badge 
Of Inexperience. 
Gradually, 
They individualize, 
Donning gold or scarlet coats, 
Striped or curled medalfions 
Symbolizing Valor 
Or just endurance 
In the woods of change. 
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(Center) jessica 
Kroeh/er. (Row 
1, L to R) jes-
sica Krichels, 
Beth Bandy, 
Richard Shea, 
Francis Cath-
cart, Nathan 
Van Rheenen, 
Nicole Bisson-
ette, Kendra 
Warner , 
Megan T arrey. 
(Row 1, L to R) Ben Allen, Betsy Bentley, jessica David-
son, Ann O'Leary, Meghan Bayer, Therese Devoe, 
Tim Hatfield, Katrina Veeder, Beth Genco, April 
Poulsen, Heather Dutton, Sarah Alexander, Elena 
DeSiervo. (Row 2) Heather Allen, Ben King, Stephen 
Simon, Lisa McPeek, john Jordon, Liz Ashley, Ryan 
Elsemore, Todd Nadeau, Lars Carlson, Mark Erhardt, 
Mr. Kroehler, jessica Kroehler, Katja Suletzki, jason 
Harris, Kate O'Leary. 
(Row 1, L to 
R) Casey 
Riley, Betsy 
Bentley , 
Angela Pat-
takas, Carrie 
Myers, Ericka 
Nadeau, Lara 
Curtis, Todd 
Nadeau, The-
ron Patterson. 
(Row 2) 
Meghan 
Bayer, jessica 
Krichels, Ste-
phen Simon, 
Ann O'Leary, 
Darren Ran-
co , Beth 
Genco. 
(Row 1, L to 
R)Beth Rob-
bins, Carrie 
Myers. (Row 
2) Sarah Alex-
ander , Meg-
han Bayer, 
Ann O'Leary, 
Sascha Deri. 
(Row 3) Lisa 
McPeek, Lara 
Curtis, jessica 
Krichels , 
Casey Riley, 
Tim Hatfield, 
Betsy Bentley, 
jessica David-
son, Liz 
Ashley. 
(Row 1, L toR) Ryan @ © 
Elsemore, Billy ~ @ McHenry, Tony 
Petitjean, Trang (ill (ill Dang, Ann O 'Leary. 
(Row 2) Beth Bandy, 
cQ] ITD Beth Robbins , Dylan Farnham, 
Angela Pattakos, ® © Ellen Hall. (Row 3) 
Therese Devoe, ITD 
0 
Darren Ranco, Fran- D 
cis Cathcart. ~ ~ 
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YEARBOOK: (Row 1, L toR) Beth Robbins, Faith 
Erhardt, Carrie Myers, Angela Pattakos, Karen 
Mil heron. 
CHORUS: (Row 1, L to R) Heather Allen, Lara Curtis, 
Casey Riley, Mr. Kroehler, Beth Robbins, Katja Suletzi, 
Ericka adeau, Melissa Babcock. (Row 2) jessica 
Krichels, Betsy Bentley, Carrie Myers, Kate O 'Leary, 
Ben King, Todd Nadeau, Lisa McPeek, Beth Bandy, 
Elena DeSiervo, jessica Kroehler. (Row 3) Sascha Deri, 
Walter Ryan. 
© 
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In Memoriam: Laura Jean Meyer 
When you think of Laura, laugh - don't cry. She would 
want it that way. Be glad to have shared her brief life, and let 
the bright glow of her memory warm the darkness of her 
absence. 
SCOTT NICHOLS 
Language Arts, Grade 7 
DAN CHAPMAN 
Math, Grade 7 
General Math (HS) 
SUE DEARBORN 
Math, Grade 8 
Pre-Algebra (HS) 
BRIAN GALLANT 
Social Studies, Grade 7 
American Heritage (HS) 
CARL GRIDLEY 
Science, Grade 7 
Emergency Action 
FRAN WADE 
Language Arts, Grade 8 
CAROLEE MOUNTCASTLE 
Guidance Counselor, junior High 
DAVID DOW 
Science, Grade 8 
Physical Science (HS) 
MYR ABATES 
Social tudies, Grade 8 
Maine History 
® 
© 
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TEAM ROSTER: 
(Row 1, L to R) 
Nathan Van 
Rheenen, Brett 
Hale , Ricky 
McGregor , 
(3 (3 ~ ~~ Casey Carland. 
(9J (Row 2) Coach 
Ollie Faulkner, 
jeremy Wood, 
Mark Erhardt, 
Dale Cross, Scott 
Willette, Travis 
Caruso. 
© 
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TEAM ROSTER: 
(Row 1, L to R) 
Kendra Warner, 
Megan Torrey. 
(Row 2) Beth 
Robbins , Liz 
Ashley, Chelle 
Carpenter. (Row 
3) Melissa Bab-
co.ck , Kate 
O'Leary, Elena 
DeSiervo. (Miss-
in g) Coaches 
Eileen Graham 
and Danielle 
Milheron. 
[2) (3 (3 [2) ~~ 
TEAM ROSTER: 
(Row 1, L to R) @ c. D . Farn -
sworth , Steve ~ Matava. (Row 2) w Brandon Fox, 
john jordan , §~ ® Greg Sivik, Fran-
cis Cathcart , 
Ryan E/semore. tiD (Missing) Head 
Coach Mark 
Hackett. wu 
® (3 (3 [2) ~~ 
0 
TEAM ROSTER: 0 (Row 1, L to R) 
Brandy Neve/Is, [[ ~ Penny Moquin. 
(Row 2) Robin ~ Dubois, Nicole ® Bissonette , 
Wenona Lola, §~ Stephanie Berry, ® Ellen Hall, Hayley 
Martin, Coach wu Candi Hackett. 
TEAM ROSTER: ® (3 (3 tiD~~ (Row 1, L to R) 
Karlene Gagne, 0 
jenny Spencer, 0 Therese Devoe, 
Margaret [[ ~ McDermott , 
April Poulsen, 
Kim DuBois . ~ ® (Row 2) Coach 
Dan Chapman, §~ Heather Dutton, tiD Ann O 'Leary, 
Carrie Myers, 
Katrina Veeder, [jffi) 
Robin Clukey, 
Erika adeau 
(Mgr). 
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junior high is an unforgettable experience. It can be 
described as "on the job" training for the position of "high 
school student. " 
It's not a snap, either. Everything is new - the building, the 
teachers, the whole routine. The training is thorough and 
demanding. The first test is to memorize amazingly complex 
locker combinations. All who pass that one get to spend every 
night doing endless science homework. Anyone who fails must 
wander the corridors forever, mumbling the useless numbers 
as he walks. 
junior high is fun, though. We have some independence we 
didn't have before, a few more choices to make, and the 
chance to buy the school's wonderful cold lunch. 
All in all, no one is in a hurry to rush back down the hill to Asa 
Adams, even though some upperclassmen try to trample us in 
the halls or mash us against the walls as we go to the cafeteria. 
We 're too fast for them, and we're growing everyday. By the 
end of the eighth grade, we'll be ready for another big change. 
J&M Studio 
Main Street 
Old Town, Mame 
827-4550 
Your Yearbook Photographer 
}tmNelligan 
Best Wi.hes 
Stnar Te'l(tile ,\1ill 
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ROY BROTHERS, INC. 
Your Full Service Dealer Offering 
• 24 Hr. Watch Dog Service 
• Preferred Budgets 
• Tank Protection 
• L.P. Gas 
• Fuel and Range Oils 
P. O. Box 463, Old Town, Maine 04468 
(207) 827-4416 
866-2345 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
UMO 
A Full Service 
bookstore 
providing products and services 
to a university communtty. 
Textbooks 
Out-of-Print Searches 
General Books 
Used Books 
Engineering and General 
Supplies 
Compliments of 
M . A. MALLORY AUTO 
BODY 
Complete Auto Refinishing 
and Body Work 
Collision Repair 
947-0612 
Located Pushaw Rd., 
Glenburn 
581-7241 
GLIODEn 
AUTO BODY 
, .. ,. 
72 TARGET CIRCLE, BANGOR 
(207) 947-5678 
CRAIG OLIVER, PROP. 
MAINE BEAR 
ANTIQUES 
Always Interested in Buying Quality Items 
32 Main Street, Orono. Maine- Tel. 866-2367 
BOB MILHERON Home 866-2378 
SA \ l OY'S CERAlvfiCS 
CERAMICS- GREE N WARE- SUPP L IES 
FIRING- BISQUE- C L ASSES 
22 M ILL STREET 
ORONO, MAI N E 04473 
Sandy's Hair Shoppe 
Fo r Men - Women - Chi!dren 
Specializing in Cuts and Perms 
2 O live: Srret:c 
<Orf 'rtr_r ~utcr) 
\' eazte, ~.f.>ir.e o t.!O I 
Sandy Lyn,h , i'q;pr:~::vr 
Telephone ) 11-11:3 
Quality Service 
Does Make A 
Difference. 
The Merrill Family of Banks 
The Mernll Trust Company and Mernll Bank. N.A 
Merrill Banks in : Bangor (5) Belfast 12) B~ngham Boothbay Harbor Brewer Brownville Junction Bucksport CalaiS (2). Cast~ne 
Dexter Dover-Foxcroft Eastport Gardiner Hampden Jonesport Lincoln Mach1as Mad1son Millinocket Milo Newport 
Old Town Orono Skowhegan Searsport Unity Waterv1lle (3) W1nslow W1nterport Woodland (2) Merrill Bank, N.A. in: 
Farmington Houlton Washburn Ashland K1ngf1eld Mapleton Mars Hill North Anson Portage Lake Strong Van Buren W11ton 
Mt•mbCfS FOlC 
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COMPLIMENT OF 
DEGRASSE jEWELERS 
T.V. AND APPLIANCE 
SALE 
ORONO, MAINE 04473 
ROGER L.WILUAMS 
PlliJiilllt~ ~ II£A11111~ 
* RESIDENTIAL p··  
* COMMERCIAL . - · 
Kltc:hms • S..tl'troom& 
• He.tln& Unltl I 
SAles - s.r.iee · lnst•H•ttoN · 
EST:_.,.A "ES G6 EN P'llllr~ 
::_siina 'A s1«iim;J 
-- --- ·--
,\\A STU PLUMB£// 
947-6318 
COLDWeLL 
BANI(eRC 
AMERICAN HERITAGE 
REAL ESTATE 01, 
5 70 Broadway 
Bangor, ME 04407 
Bus. # 942-6773 
An independently owned 
and operated member of 
Coldwell Banker 
Residential Affiliates, Inc. 
~~ .u ......... 
I I I ' . 
'~U·RNI~.UR,i;;\l 
a ~ i f J 1 1 lihli I I I I I I I I l Itt li ITrl 
814 BRO-.OWAY - BANGOR , MAINE 04401 
Tel. 947-8637 
(207) 866-4988 
PENOBSCOT AUTO 
CO. 
Late Model Used Car and 
Truck Parts 
4X4 Specialists 
BANGOR ROAD 
ORONO, MAINE 04473 
J i ffr 
PRiNT 
Phone(207)8~3448 
landscapes & prdenJ 
planninc. plantinc, pruninc 
A. Claire Ackroyd 
Box 202, Orono. Mame 044 73 
THE 
hl iofH .. Al)\";AY • BAII.COn • NEW SOCIETY 
BAND MAIN£ J4-l01 
SPHD • QUALITY • ECO NOM Y 
PHO-OST tiTS 
GRAP.,IC DESIGN 
TYP ES ETTIN G • FORM LAYOUT 
,';E ODI~•C ' IVITAT•ONS 
".2-tSED St ~ .• 'n~S CARDS 
Top 40 rock and roll 
and 
country 
Ron Cunningham 
942-6124 
Compliments of 
Damselfly 
148Main St. 
Orono, Me. 04473 
866-2679 
M.A. CLARK, INC. 
46MainSt. 
Orono, Maine 04473 
866-4995 
CENTER BARBER 
SHOP 
Open noon to 8:00p.m. 
weekdays 
Broadway Shopping Center 
Bangor, Maine 
Attorney at Law 
SPENCER AND 
SPENCER 
49 North Maine St. 
Old Town, Maine 04468 
Telephone 
Office: 827-7701 
Home: 207-827-7459 
YIANNJ'S 
PIZZA AND PUB 
University Mall 
Orono 
827-5421 
Sun. 12:()()-10:00 
Mon.-Thurs . 11:00-10:00 
Fri.-Sat. 11:00-12:00p.m. 
ORONO FAMILY 
MEDICINE 
A Professional Association 
291 Main St. , Orono, Me. 04473 
Daily Office Hours 
Monday through Friday 
866-5531 
(24 hour number) 
31 
Heating Oil 
. 
IC~,...._~ 
----... 
Budget Plan 
32 
Complime:-~ts of 
~~ 
NORSTAR BANK 
Q:r;onQ'·• Maine 
Compliments o f 
L&A 
Market 
Mill Street, Orono 
PAT 1 S 
P TZZA 
Visit Us In 
O rono 
Augusta 
Yarmouth 
M AINE 
MILLWOR~ 
a 
K I TC HEN 
C ENT E R Q 
~l 
STERHANIE 
ERB!!! 
Love, 
Mom and 
Dad 
BEST WISHES 
CLASS OF 
'85 
Or. and M rs. Lott 
Timberland 
Animal 
Hospital 
~I 'UI"' TU T Jl 1( """ · V.A ilroif Cii'(;i 
PAT'S ~ 
BIKE ~ 
SHOP ~ 
Rtp.a.irs : 
~-~~Ou::.:::•_.::::S~ci.alty ~ 
--------------------------+ 
WHY PAY FULL RETAIL? 
Save on men's and women's Timberland 
boots, handsewns, and boat shoes in 
factory seconds that are second to none. 
'Jimberlan(IA: 
factory outlets ~ 
. , 
Mid-Mall , 41 Bangor Mall Blvd. , Bangor, Maine 
207-942-5563 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
+------------------------+ 
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Compliment of 
POST OFFICE 
LUNCH 
Featuring 
ArtJy's Roast Beef 
Sandwich 
e> 1984 Arby's, Inc 7 78 Harlow t. 
BA CORMALL Bangor, Me. 04401 
DUBAY AUTO PARTS, INC. 
... ~NAPA~ 
1.-r 
Orono, Old Town, Bangor, 
Hampden 
MAINE 
NATIONAL 
BANK 
69 Main Street 
WeCanH~>Ip 
Congratulations 
Class of 1985! 
From 
READ'S BAKERY 
348 North Main St. 
Old Town, Maine 04473 
827-2658 
Record , Cassettes, Accessories 
20MainSt. 
Orono 
866-7874 
Complete Audio Repair 
Compliments of 
RICHARD S. BRADFORD, INC. 
Real Estate and Insurance 
50 Main Street 
Orono, Maine 04473 
Congratulations 
From 
NEWCO MARKET 
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(Freshmen Class Officers Shown on 
Division Page 35, L to R):Paula Rosebush 
(Sec.), jennifer Sailor (Treas.), john 
Pelleriti (Pres.), and Todd Brasslett (Vice 
Pres.). 
FRESHMEN A: (Row 1, L to R) Mike Severance, Ryan Stone, Billy 
Valleau, Angel Salvage, Brenda Zollitsch, Alexandra Suletski. 
(Row 2) Scott Sprague, Duncan Wardwell, Penny Wright, Paula 
Rosebush, Niki Sullivan, Sondra Viger, Lily Tadayyon, Kim Sailor. 
(Row 3) Gerald Simpson, john Savoy, Ruben Torres, Robyne 
Targon, Encyeh Tadayyon. (Row 4) Les Terrill, Cathy Valentine, 
Suzanne Schmidt, Aimee Shorette, Tracee St.john, Noel 
Spencer, jennifer Sailor. 
Being a freshman is CHOICE! Will it be french or Latin or Ger-
man or Spanish? Physical Science or Bio? What phase English? 
When? What do you mean by "Split Lunch?" (Mini- Trays?) 
Which Math? Art? Home Ec? Shop? Orchestra? Band? Typing? 
It's a bit confusing. We want it all. Or some of it? Or none? 
Being a freshman is UNFAMILIARITY! Where are the freshmen 
lockers? (Dare I ask what they look like?) Which bell was that? 
Where am I supposed to be now? Which one is Mr. McCor-
mick? Is this the Guidance Office? (Am I in need of guidance!) 
Which way to Mrs. Virtue's room? I've never seen so many new 
faces in my life. There's one I recognize. (He remembers Veazie 
or Glenburn or Asa Adams long ago. I never knew him well, but 
what a relief!) We lope through the halls together, in quest of 
Room 52, wherever it may be. 37 
38 
Echoes from the freshmen locker area: "Why does everyone believe that 
because the senior year is supposed to be the best year of high school, the 
freshman one MUST be the worst?" . .. '7he heaviest load I dragged to school 
that first week wasn't the stack of notebooks, supplies, gym clothes, and 
books; it was the anxiety of being a freshman." ... "I dreamed the night 
before school started that the first day was monstrous! No one would let me 
eat at any of the cafeteria tables; my locker combo was 18 digits long, the 
locker hidden in a cave underneath the school. Someone shoved me into mine 
and left me there. All day I waited to be released, but no one ever came to let 
me out. No one had missed me." ... "At least we can boss around the junior 
high kids." ... "Sophomores talk to us quite a bit, probably because they're 
still recovering from their year at the bottom of the high school pyramid." . .. 
"Homework never dies!" 
FRESHMEN 8: (Row 1, L to R) Stephanie Phillips, 
John Penn, joe Nott, Ned Neubauer. (Row 2) 
Mike Perry, Tim Pellett, Karen Page, Susan 
Murch, Shawna Quimby, Keith Makela . (Row 3) 
Lynda Metcalf, Mamie Mason, Kelly Martin, 
Stephanie Paul, julie Mason, Colleen Morse, 
jeannie Matava. (Row 4) }ames Reilly, Mark 
Read, Andy Marks, john Pelleriti, Robbie Patter-
son, Aaron Rogerson, Sheri Peterson, Melissa 
Patterson. (Missing: Darin Mifheron and fan 
McPhail.) 
39 
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FRESHMEN C: (Row 1, L toR) David Carr, jeff Blanchard, Hollie 
Andrews, Michele Cerini, Byron Blanchard, Lon Barrow. (Row 
2) Michelle Connell, jill Diffin, john Downey. (Row 3) Carl 
Crawford, Shawn Bouchard. (Row 4) Royce Bailey, Lisa Blass, 
Missy Baker, Susan Barrows, Kelly Braley, David Dean, Mark 
Barnes. (Row 5) Matt Allen, Mondi Alexander, jon Cota, jeff 
Brooks, Danny Clement, Todd Brasslett. (Missing) Corey Bab-
cock, Sam Bruchey, and jody Dubois. 
We are freshmen, 
And have finally made it 
To the bottom again. 
This is the year so long 
Anticipated. 
We are surrounded by newness, 
Part of a wider circle of friends, 
A circle which can include 
Sophomores or juniors, 
Occasionally even an imperious Senior. 
They recognize us -sometimes 
Shoving us into our lockers or 
Pinching us to see if we are real. 
It's time for us to grow again, 
To reach toward the top of the tree 
Where we may even learn to fly. 
41 
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Being a freshman is being NERVOUS! All things are new; the rules are 
unknown. "Loads of Homework!" a sophomore smirks. "freshmen are fair 
game for upperclassmen!" someone warns. Rumors of terrors to come float 
through the ninth grade homerooms. You wish you were bigger or older or 
tougher. You tremble on the stairs, hoping to avoid embarrassing encounters, 
but none occur. Surprised by your survival, you grow relentlessly. Happy 
discoveries await. Your lab partner isn't a messy slob who hogs the 
microscope. Homework IS manageable. Most people are friendly to you. You 
can speak up in class and make intelligent remarks. Some of your courses are 
even interesting (an unimaginable development). The days whiz by. Events fall 
into rhythm. You relax. You gain confidence. You assess your progress. French 
responses fall automatically from your lips. Panic passes. You're on your way. 
FRESHMEN D: (Row 1, L to R) Stacey Levensailor, 
Marie Keene, Krissy Cuszak, Anna Luszczynska, 
Robin Lawrence, Kate Griffin, Travis Longcore, 
Davis Greenwood. (Row 2) Sean Hathaway, 
Mike Genco, Michael LaPutt, Eric Hume, David 
Gifford, Eric Haines, Chris Hinds, Kristi Heath. 
(Row 3) Rachel Herrold, Chris Fricke, Andy 
Hakala, Cary McGregor, jennifer Lewis, Crace 
Grindle. (Row 4) Synette Halloran, Geneva Hall, 
David Fullerton, Rachel Kleban, Lucinda 
Kaopuiki. 
43 
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fa tor in the winning 
ear and the Most 
The Orono Red Riot 
thusiastic newcomers. The excellent coaching 
John McPhail is bound to produce future tennt 
McEnroe and Martina Navratilova - look out' 
BOYS' SPRING TRACK 
The 1984 Boys ' Spring Track posted a successful season, ac-
cumulating an 8-2 record, winning the PVC's over nine other 
teams, and qualifying for the state meet in Brunswick. There 
the t am placed second, 11 points behind Traip, the state 
champion. Joe Trefethen finished first in the shot put; Howie 
Wright took a first in the triple jump, and Hein Brutsaert broke 
the state polevaulting record with a vault of 13'8". Outstanding 
performances were given by: Phil Webb (Intermediate 
H rdles), Palmer Myers (Discus), Bob McCormick (Javelin), Ray 
Wood (100 meters), and Howie Wright (Long jump, high 
hurdles). Th 400 meter relay team of Peter Allen, Phil Webb, 
Ray Wood, and Rocky Pescarino finished fourth. The Orono 
team placed in every event. Not only did they do well in the 
state meet, they also excelled in all the other meets. Many 
were held in Orono, making it easy for Riot fans to watch Levi 
Ross run the mile, Ray Wood leave his competitors in the dust 
in the 100 meter run, and Howie Wright leap in the triple jump. 
Due to rain, Orono 's /. t g me was cancelled and 
tklt! team was denied th ch nee to playoff for th 
leagu hampion · in t Old Town. The R1ot 
fini ~ son "th a r rd -6. 
In the P. V.C. , ~ h to John Crdfi 
(left field) and Frank Hack tt (catcher). Seco~~td t 
selections were Don Erb (shor 
(centerfield). Honorable 
Doughty (pitcher), Casey o b (second base), and 
Greg Rogerson (third base). The team M. V.P. award 
went to Griffin, who had an outstandinf!. season with a 
.463 batting average, 5 home runs, 18 runs batted in, 
and 22 runs scored. 
Coaches Nichols and Pelleriti expect a strong show-
ing from their returning players in 1985. 
GIRLS' SPRING TRACK 
The Girls ' Spring Track team, under the leadership of "Wild Bill" Connors, Kathy Roberts, and Steve Pellet1er, had high hopes for a 
championship season. As usual, there was an impressive turnout for the first· week of pra tice. Eleven girls eventually made it to the 
state track meet Due in part to the excessive heat, the team did not take the state title as they had hoped, but they did finish in third 
place. However, the season was marked by many personal bests and a great deal of good memories. The girls will remember . . . Fri-
day mud runs, showers with the boys. rope-swinging at the ledges (Wham' Bam' Butt-Slam!) The 110° weather at the state meet. the 
state meet "chokers," the sophomores' sinful four letter words, the luxurious Greyhound ride, and Bill's fashionable oversized track 
team shirts. The eventful '84 season came to an emotional close at the family banquet where the g1rls bade Mr. Connors a tearful 
goodbye and wished.him well with his new job. The team, expecially the mile relayers, would like to thank Kathy Roberts for her 
support and inspiration. 
A few last words of advice for any future trackies: NEVER drink grape juice before a meet and NEVER forget the BIG "0 " RULES. 
State Champions: 
Javelin: ELKE BRUTSAERT 4 x 100 Relay: ELKE BRUTSAERT 
JULIE SIBLEY 
DIANNE DEMASO 
ORLA O'CALLACHAN 
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VARSITY FOOTBALL 
(Row 1, L to R) Kevin Parady (Mgr.), John Richards, Chris Thibodeau, 
Tim Daniels, Joe Trefethen (Capt.), Peter Allen (Capt.), Dave Lynch, 
Adam Severance, Casey Cobb, Ralph Tredwe/1 (Trainer). (Row 2) 
Chris Matava, Tom Caruso, jeff Sailor, Greg Rogerson, Ray Wood, 
Bob McCormick, Eric Mason, Tim McCluskey, Frank Hackett, Paul 
Dowling (Mgr.). (Row 3) Scott Helgeson, Tom Myers, B. ]. Hale, Pat 
Littlefield, Demian Moore, Leo Kenney, Colin Clark, Rob Cross. (Row 
4) David Bain, Phil Pattakos, Palmer Myers, jim Lucy, Steve Ismail, Joe 
Meyer, Adam Mciver. (Row 5) Mike Atkins (Ass ' t. Coach), Mike Cor-
neil (Ass 't. Coach), Leo Pel/ereti (Head Coach), Bob Lucy (Ass 't. 
Coach). 
Varsity 
Football 
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50 
Varsity 
Cheering 
VARSITY CHEERING: (Row 1, L 
to R) Kim Peters, Sue Berry, 
Stephanie Erb, Heather Brown. 
(Row 2) Maura Viger, Nancy 
Chapman, Julie Rideout, Jen-
nifer Berry, Tina Rosebush. 
(Missing) Amy Russell. 
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BOYS SOCCER: (Row 1, L to R) jeff Longcore, Hein Brutsaert, 
Duane Majka (Capt.), Don Smith (Capt.), Marty McDonough 
(Capt.), Mike Schnur, Bill Wallace . (Row 2) Kris Ellingsen, Brian 
Roundy, Alan Tenney, Chris Roy, Van Averill, Trevor Price, 
Steve Munsey, Alex Fuentes, David Gifford, Scott Ireland, 
Kevin Sinclair. (Row 3) Derek King, Eric Hume, Scott Dutton, 
Carl Crawford, Steve Whitworth, Steve Sprague, Travis 
Longcore, fan McPhail, Trey Clukey, jeff Owen (Ass 't. Coach), 
Larry Berthiaume (Head Coach). 
Varsity 
Boys' 
Soccer 
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(Row 1, L to R) Sherry Ellis, joAnn Comeau, Anita Storch (Capt.), 
judy Nazzaro (Capt.), Robin Lawler, Teresa Snow (Capt.). (Row 
2) joannie Coss, Michelle Gifford, Debbie Ingraham, jeannie 
Comeau, Missy Robbins, Elizabeth Williams, Suzanne Schmidt. 
(Row 3) Chris Chilelli {Asst. Coach), Sandy Hart, Cheryl 
Bouchey, Susan Snow, Laura Ross, johanna King, Heather Kirk, 
Cid Dyjak (Head Coach). 
VARSITY 
GIRLS' 
SOCCER 
55 
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GOLF TEAM : 
(Row 1, L to R) 
Chris Mason, jon 
Robinson, Bob 
Ranco , jay 
Robinson. (Row 
2) Coach Paul 
Bessey, Matt 
Shannon, Dwight 
Hasbrouck, Brent 
Vadas, Tim Dex-
ter , Mike 
Severance, Tom 
Hayes. 
Golf 
\ 
Cross Country 
CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM: 
(Row 1, L to R) Ryan King, 
Andy OeSiervo, Matt Rice, 
john Sucec, and Coach 
Harry Schoenberg. 
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FIELD HOCKEY: (Row 1, L to R) jennie Tremblay, Liz Devoe, C: • I ,..J 
Or/a O 'Callaghan (Capt.), Elke Brutsaert, Melinda Sewell. (Row I I e I u 
2) Molly Matava, Susan Murch, Lynda Metcalf, Alisa Harris, 
Teresa McCluskey, Kate Griffin, jeannie Matava, Anne Tuell. 
(Row 3) Teresa Devoe (Mgr), Lisa McLaughlin (Asst. Coach), }en H k 
Grant, Sue Clark, Chris Sullivan, Cherie Comstock, Kristi Bailey, oc ey 
Missy Russell, Dodie Saucier (Head Coach). (Missing) Kathy 
Watt (Capt.) . 
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FRESHMAN FOOTBALL: (Row 1, L toR) Susan 
Barrows (Mgr.), julie Mason (Mgr.), Robyne Targon 
(Mgr.). (Row 2) Dave Fullerton, Billy Valleau, Mike 
Genco, Royce Bailey, Todd Brasslett, Mark 
Duplessis, Scott Willette, jeff Sewall, Nathan Van 
Reenan, jeff Brooks. (Row 3) Coach Scott Nichols, 
jeff Blanchard, Mondi Alexander, Aaron Rogerson, 
Ruben Torres, Matt Allen, }on Cota, john Pelleriti, 
Noel Spencer, Duncan Wardwell, Coach Mike 
Hutchins. 
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL 
FRESHMEN CHEERING: (Row 1, L toR) Marie Keene, 
Karin Milheron, Tracee St. john, Amy Shorette, 
Robin Lawrence, Paula Rosebush, }en Sailor, Kelly 
Martin, Stephanie Paul, Angela Pattakos. 
FRESHMEN CHEERING 
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FIELD HOCkEY 
The '84 field hockey team was a young but spirited 
group of girls. They had high hopes for a winning season, 
which dwindled away due to lack of play and many in-
juries. Our less than excellent re ord d ot portray the 
true potential of our team. B 1 //ivan and Or/a 
O'Callaghan made PVC r am 
made the second II e eam. Some memorable ex-
periences hared by th team were: th anquet we 
never h d nne' oulder rolls, seagull \ ith the bo 
and t three mile 
V4.R'>IT} FOOTBALL CHEERLEF4.DINC 
The Vars1t; Football Che rleaders were led by a dedKcJtt·u 'oach, 
(hen! (Pmky) Tr~adwe/1 She gnP the < h lt·Jder any n 1 ft·as 
The ~.Jif'/s mght pr act1c e~ eg with a gru n. hal hour of a 1 "' J/ s. 
After ha thev f!l tt ed jumps, as many a 1 toe-touches in row. 
Then on t the cheers - every movement had to be precise. The 
cheerleader fp rned many new dance sequences. Fir t of all, they 
perfected a n '\ school song routine, since ~he old one ha never een 
altered in i e rs. Enth siasm and exactn s marked each routine. The 
girl r ina •d th r Pf Jrt~ wtth th b,1nd. How many hours were pw 
into a i g poster for v ry >art t e hung in every hall and about 
thf! ? 
One of th highlights of the season as he p rally before th Old 
Town playoff The Perleadeh 'I tetf ut · of the weight room 
dressed in ootbd/1 helmets and shir and 1mper'ionated the football 
pld\err. 
eering meant a gn... t deal to ed h of the girls. The squad's efforts 
in practice and perform a c 
other ports' teams 
The Orono Frosh Football team finished the 1984 season 1t an im-
pre SIVe -2-7 record vnder C aches Scott ichol and M ike Hutchms. 
The freshmen sted viet ries o er Bucks ort, Dover-Foxc ft, I in oln, 
ana Ham en. The young Riots tied arc -rival Old Town i the final 
game of the season. 
The team as I I by numerous outstanding offen ·ve and defen 111e 
playerr. · john Pelleriti. Aaron Ro rson. Noel Spencer. ondi At der. 
Billy Valleau; Ruben Torr s, Jon ota, Dale Cross. Matt /len. M1ke G -
co. anny Clement Royce Bait r, jeff Brooks. and Chris Fricke. is evi-
dent that the Orono Varsity football te m will be looking for rd to ac-
quir g some experienced talent next year! 
od, back and kicker. 
. Bob McCormick, Joe 
GIRL'S SOCCER 
The Orono girls' varsity soccer team ended 
the season wtth a 4-10 record. However, 
these numbers do not reflect the team's true 
sptrit and talent. There were many good 
athletes on the team, and coached by Cid Dy-
jak, they tmproved thetr record over last year 
by two wms Being only a second year team, 
Orono showed constderable determination 
against top-ranked Bucksport, losing with a 
score of 3-4 in overtime. With the loss of only 
5 seniors, Orono anttcipates a successful 1985 
season. Memories of the 1984 season include. 
"On the Dark Side"; Prince's screaming, 
belching contests; coach's socks and purpl 
sweat pants; and Sherry's "aggressiveness." 
GOLF 
The Orono High golf team finished the 
1f)84 season with an even 5-5 record. The 
team was Jed by senior captain jon (Heave) 
Robinson and juntor Dwight (Dewey) 
Hasbrouck. Other starters included juniors 
Bob (Flush) Ranco, Chris (Jake) Mason, and 
sophomore jay (Chitwood) Robinson. Coach 
Paul Bessey's Riot team just missed qualifying 
for the state meet, but they won the football 
game after the regionals. 
Dwight Hasbrouck shot an outstanding 80 
at the regionals to qualify for the individua 
state competition. Rounding out the rest o 
the Riot squad (The Demolition Divots) wer 
junior Brent (Cotton)Vadas and Tom Hayes, 
sophomore Matt Shannon, and freshma 
Mike (Little Adam) Severance. 
BOYS SOCCER 
The 1984 boys soccer team had a tur:bwl season The 5- record fails to 
shown the high qua/tty of some individual and team erformances. The soccer 
team was led by entors Bill Wallace, Don Smtth, Mary Donough, Hein Brut-
saert, Van Averill, Dana Valleau, and Duane Majka; ;uniors Jan Tenney, Alex 
Fuentes Tre or · e, and Barney Boyd; soph more Ste.ve Munsey, and 
freshmen St v Wh 'tworth and Scott Ireland All a selections included Bill 
Wallace(~ 1back) a Trevor Pnce (Goalie). Th1s year maoy u er players 
earned their rs. This experience should give Coach Larry Berthiaume some 
depth and talent to work wtth m 1985 Anyone wh was a m o the team 
remembers fondly· Updowns dunng the fteld hock y game ; ed ar; , Squeeb, 
Dweeb, Crip, and two-game vacations! 
CROSS GOUNTRY 
The cross country team en a the regular !>eason with a ma a d 2 
record It also boasted th~ h1ghest injury. rate of any Orono athletic team By the 
n of the season 40 of the team was out with some sort ot in;ury 
A total of five runners ran for Orono High. Leading the pack wa Matt Rtce 
wh se "1rd place finish at the East rn Ma · e. · nals br ught him within thre~ 
places C::f q~~lifying for the state m h I.Jce a healthy 37th, and 
Ryan Ktng f1n1shed 85th. Over 100 va t in this meet. unfor-
tunately, stars Reggie P.uri and Andy to compete because 
they had succumbed to inJuries earlier in 
The outlook for the 7985 eason looks v 
have all of its 1984 members returning ne ear (u , 
debate over x- ountry). There won t be any ca 
to hav aptairr th a crew o four. 
There is much that can be said of Harry Schoenberg, the experienced x-
count coach. An e ustve 111terview with this great personnage was sought. 
However, Mr. Schoenberg not the type to.: nt h1s laurels and was 
unavailable for comment. Coo luck in '85 Cross Country! 
FRESHMEN BOYS' 
BASKETBALL 
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TEAM ROSTER: (Row 1, L to R) Royce Bailey, Duncan Ward-
well, Sam Bruchey, Ned Neubauer, Jeff Blanchard, Paul Savage, 
Todd Brasslett, Mike Severance. (Row 2) Kim Sailor (Mgr.), 
David Carr, Jeff Brooks, Lon Barrow, Noel Spencer, Andy 
Marks, Carl Crawford, David Gifford. (Missing) Head Coach Ed 
Hackett, Sheri Peterson (Mgr.). 
TEAM ROSTER: Mamie Mason (Mgr.), Sue Barrows, Anna 
Luszczynska, Sondra Viger, Lynda Metcalf, Katie Griffin, Kelly 
Braley, jeannie Matava, Head Coach Mike Corneil. (Missing) 
Missy Baker, julie Mason (Mgr.). 
FRESHMEN 
GIRLS' 
BASEKTBALL 65 
BOYS'}. V. 
BASKETBALL 
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TEAM ROSTER: (Row 1, L to R) Steve Munsey, Ruben Torres, Demian Moore, 
Aaron Rogerson, John Pelleriti, Eric Hume. (Row 2) Brian Gallant (Head Coach), 
David Carlson, Keith Therrien, Matt Allen, Robby Cross, Tony Reese, Tim Mc-
Cluskey, joe Kojundic. {Missing) Buddy Lawrence. 
GIRLS'}. V. 
BASKETBALL 
TEAM ROSTER: (Row 1, L toR) jenny Wilson, Priscilla john, Rachel York, jen-
nifer Blass. (Row 2) Theresa McC/u key, Josie }ardim, Ali a Harris, Lynda Met-
calf, Heather Kirk, Jeff Paul (Head Coach). 
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BOYS' VARSITY 
BASKETBALL 
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TEAM ROSTER: (Row 1, L to R) Steve Whitworth, }on Robinson, Peter 
Allen (Capt.), Casey Cobb (Capt.), Frank Hackett, Matt Shannon. (Row 
2) Brian Gallant (Ass 't Coach), Trevor Price, jim Lucy, joe Meyer, Steve 
/small, Phil Pattakos, Greg Rogerson, Paul Bessey (Head Coach). 
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GIRLS' 
VARSITY 
TEAM ROSTER: (Row 1, L toR) Jeff Paul (Assistant Coach}, Anne Tuell, 
Michelle Gifford, judy Nazzaro (Capt.), Sandy Modery (Capt.), Debbie 
Ingraham, Steve Gardner (Head Coach). (Row 2) Tammy Thibodeau, 
Nikki Sullivan, jeanne Comeau, Chris Sullivan, Suzanne Schmidt, Liz 
Devoe, Tara Corcoran, Missy Robbins. 
STUDE~ 
71 
ICE HOCKEY 
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TEAM PHOTO: (Row 1, L to R) Ryan Stone, Barney Boyd, Lewis Rosebush, 
Todd Savoy, B. }. Hale, Scott Duplessis, Adam Mciver. (Row 2) Danny Cle-
ment, Tom Myers, /an McPhail, Steve Trefethen, Dwight Hasbrouck, Leo Ken-
ney, Scott Ireland, Chris Mason. (Row 3) Assistant Coach Larry Berthiaume, 
Billy Valleau, Dana Valleau, Steve Alexander, Eric ]agger, Marty McDonough, 
Wayne Gagne, Head Coach Greg Stone, Assistant Coach Eric Grant. 


INDOOR TRACK: (Row 1, L to R) Coach Ann Blumer, Derek King, Or/a 
O 'Callaghan, Alan Tenney, Lucy Wilson, Anita Storch, Lisa Demaso, Duane 
Majka, Mike Schnur, Coach Mike Hutchins. (Row 2) John McDaniel, Encyeh 
Tadayyon (Mgr.), Cheryl Bouchey (Mgr.), Elke Brutsaert, johanna King, Kimmi 
Matthews, Andy De Siervo, Matt Rice, Matt LeClair, Steve Sprague. (Row 3) 
Penny Wright, Robyne Targon, Beth Roundy, Hein Brutsaert, Rocky 
Pescarino, Debbie McCrum, Chris Roy, Kris Ellingsen. (Row 4) Chris Decker, 
John Sucec, Ann Homola, Tim Dexter, Molly Matava, Laura Ross, Elizabeth 
Williams (Mgr.), Kevin Therrien. (Missing: Joe Trefethen, Ray Wood, julie 
Sibley, }enni Tremblay, Sean Wasson, Karen Tyler, and Bobby McCormick.) 
WINTER 
TRACK 
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SWIMMING 
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TEAM ROSTER: (Row 1, L to R) Dan Ross, jody DuBois, Kristi 
Heath, Marie Keene, Robbie Patterson, Davis Greenwood, 
Carolyn McDonough, john Penn. (Row 2) Coach Gary Ther-
riault, Michele LeBlanc, Marji Russ, Kim Wade, Cherie Com-
stock, joanna Prouty, Heather Hale, Laura Downey, Evelyn 
Yadusoneye. (Row 3) Rick Delaney, jay Robinson, H. L. Hasey. 
(Row 4) Ryan King, jon Langille, Mark Read. (Missing) Stephanie 
Sanger, Bob Ranco, Curt Brasslett, Dave Pyles, Missy Robbins, 
Rachel York, Alisa Harris, Ass't Coaches Sally Baughman, Chip 
Ranco. 
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Through hard work and de 1 ation, the OHS 
eason, both teams wer man, but by 
started to strengthen 
Becau e of Orono' 1ack of practic ti in the pool, r 
time fach practice taft ·t 'The a ", and after a hard 
we would endure a "rou in ., game to a er polo 
wtm teams have shown 
rs and by dtscovenng 
The advantage of betng small teams is that ev ryone kno nd l:lpport each other 
sp ttl sup r at Ktm s (where the spa hetti end d up on ob s Ia , and shd.ng. 
Some things we will re r: 
D.P. starts; 7 am practices on Sat morn1ngs; Jungle love· Jay Bob Robbie and 
Stephanie's record in the 100 fly; our energetic cheers ·• 
pe 
returning next year, the 
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We are sophomores, 
And we are special. 
We spend this year a little lost, 
Unsure of where we stand. 
One day we feel old and important, 
The next finds us young and insignificant. 
We enjoy each other-
Acting wild and foolish, 
Knowing this is our last chance 
To be absolutely zany 
Before we must adjust to 
The serious business of becoming 
UPPERCLASSMEN! 
SOPHOMORES A: (Row 1, L to R) Ken Riling, Jeff Whitney, 
Mark Cushing, Trey Clukey, jonathan Aceto, Andy DeSiervo. 
(Row 2) Tracy Downs, Robbie Cross, Rick Delaney, David 
Boardman, Wayne Carter, Colin Clark, David Carlson, David 
Bernier. (Row 3) Lori Cyr, jennifer Berry, }en Blass, Mary 
Boucher, Lorena Borodko, Alison Ashley, Cheryl Bouchey, 
Mary Moore Cathcart, Amy Blease. (Missing) Randy Bacon, 
Kurt Brasslett. 
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SOPHOMORES 8: (Row 1, L to R) Cory Kroehler, Richard 
Hallee, Ryan King, }on Langille, joshua Hudson, Kris Ellingsen. 
(Row 2) jennifer Look, Priscilla john, joe Kojundic, David 
Gridley, Cindy Horan, johanna King, Heather Kirk. (Row 3) Alisa 
Harris, Wendy Gothrow, Wayne Gagne, john LaPointe, Eric 
}agger, Scott Dutton, Derek King. (Row 4) Chris Gardner, Scott 
Duplessis, Pat Littlefield, Donny Hillman, Scott Ireland, Scott 
Helgeson. (Missing) Adrian Flagg, Michelle LeBlanc. 
How do Sophomores see themselves? They're in "a state of con-
fusion," some say. What an appropriate way to describe the 
sophomore year! That is exactly what it is - a huge rush of new ex-
periences all at once. Some think, "It's the last year to have fun 
before starting to be serious and dull." Others think it means 
"knowing more people," (which translates into: More Parties!) 
Reaching the tenth grade makes persons feel important because 
they are finally "getting up there." No one can label them "dumb 
freshmen" anymore. In fact, now they qualify for the sacred 
sophomore ritual of ''beating on freshmen." The sophomore year 
is a memorable one regardless of how it is defined. Is it a blessing 
or a curse that it only goes by once in a whole lifetime? 
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Unusual experiences come with the territory when we enter sophomorehood. 
Tenth grade means more responsibility and work piled upon our shoulders. This 
is the year we learn the true meaning of "homework." As we stay up late at night, 
cramming for tests, we wonder how the juniors and seniors ever survived. This is 
the year we undergo the pleasure of "having Mr. Bessey for gym AND American 
Heritage I." As sophomores we relish our second year of "Mrs. Gilles and her 
mythical voices." This year, too, we look forward to graduating in two years (as 
well as such things as "only one more yedr of gym.") Now we are big enough to 
watch our peers playing in VARSITY games. Some of the seniors acknowledge we 
are people instead of doormats. Probably our greatest pleasure as tenth graders 
comes from smugly watching the freshmen race around the school, confusion 
and dread stamped upon their faces. 
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SOPHOMORES C: (Row 7, L to R) Tony Reese, 
Steve Munsey, Demian Moore. (Row 2) Robert 
Metcalf, David Pyles, Matt Rice, Chris Peacock, 
Tom Myers, Denise Michaud, Traci McCorison. 
(Row 3) Alvin MacNevin, Bonnie McCleave, Kim 
Martin, Theresa McCluskey, Kim Mathieu. (Row 
4) Paul Murphy, Wendy Norko, Heather Lump-
pia, Shannon Maher, Vicki Mallory, Amy Naz-
zaro, Lori Peterson. (Row 5) Libby Prue, julie 
Rideout, Laverna Morse, Missy Olsen (Missing) 
Michelle McKee, Heather No wells. 
89 
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SOPHOMORES 0 : (Row 1, L to R) Kevin Ther-
rien, Matt LeClair, jay Robinson, Steve 
Trefethen, Steve Sprague, jenny Sapiel. (Row 
2) Todd Savoy, Matt Shannon, Susan Went-
worth, Beth Roundy, Beth Wood, Tina 
Rosebush, Rachel York. (Row 3) Chris Roy, 
Steve Whitworth, Stephanie Sanger, Missy 
Robbins, Frances Sassaman, Susan Snow, 
Kevin Sinclair. (Row 4) Brian Roundy, Keith 
Therrien, Kim Taylor, jennifer Wilson, Nancy 
Soule, Tom Savoie, David Wilson. 
Some faces we have known for years, alternately admiring and despising them as 
the circumstances demanded. Other faces are brand new. They pop into view from 
some otherwhere, a place we've probably never visited. Both types of faces 
become important to us, especially if they belong to someone who has crossed that 
border between acquaintance and friendship. Friends pull us through all the rough 
spots in our in-and-out-of-school lives. They commiserate with us when we are 
depressed. They rejoice with us when we are happy. Friends help keep things in 
perspective, reminding us that being cut from the team, breaking up with a boy or 
girlfriend, or flunking a test is not the end of the world. Friends are those great peo-
ple who share our laughter and tears, our whispering in the halls (and in our classes). 
In this year we strengthen old friendships and build new ones, some which will last a 
lifetime. What would Sophomorehood be like without them? 
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SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS (Below): (Standing) Amy B/ease (V.P.) (Top to Bottom) Susan 
Snow (Treas.), Kim Mathieu (Sec.), jay Robinson (Pres.). 
.. .. . 
.... 
. ~- - ;or;~;. 
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INSIDE 
The Orono High School Student Newspaper 
Orono, Maine 04473-866-4916 
CO-EDITORS 
Beth Dow 
Ralph Tredwell 
STAFF 
BUSUNESS~AGERS 
Jon Robinson 
CARTOONISTS 
josh Hudson 
Alex Ziegler 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
Shannon Maher 
Kathy Watt 
Tim Michaud 
Rick Hadley, Assistant 
SPORTS EDITORS ADVISOR 
Phil Pattakos Sanford Phippen 
Greg Rogerson 
EDITORIAL BOARD 
Doug Bost, Jessica Davidson, Richard Hallee, Chris Hatfield, 
Tim Hatfield, Josie Jardim, Jon Langille, Mchelle LeBlanc, 
Vicki Mallory, Jeannie Matava , Bonnie McCleave, Tom 
Piche, Beth Roundy, Lorraine Sandford, Suzanne Schmidt, 
Jennifer Tremblay, Susan Wentworth, and Evelyne Yad-
usoneye. 
CONTRIBUTORS 
Peter Allen, Ralph Chapman, Vern Clark, Casey Cobb, Andy 
Cross, Tim Dexter, Laura Downey, Alex Fuentes, Jeff Long-
core, Kim Peters, David Pyles, Don Smith, John Sucec, Karen 
Tyuler, and Brent Vadas. 
INSIDE 
INSIDE CON-
TRIBUTING STAFF: 
(Row 1, L to R] Shannon 
Maher, Michelle McKee, 
Nancy Soule, Kim Peters, 
Karen Tyler, Ralph Chap-
man. (Row 2) Laura 
Downey, Richard Hallee, 
Stephanie Erb. (Row 3) 
Advisor Sandford 
Phippen. 
EDITORIAL STAFF: 
(Row 1, L to R] 
Michelle LeBlanc, 
Jon Robinson, Rick 
Hadley, Jenni 
Tremblay, Josie Jar-
dim, Evelyn 
Yadusoneye. (Row 2) 
Susan Wentworth, 
Bonnie McCleave, 
Jon Langille, Ralph 
Tredwell (Co-Editor], 
Beth Dow (Co-
Editor], Josh Hudson, 
Jessica Davidson, 
Beth Roundy. 
Nearly everyone has read, or at least heard of, the school newspaper, INSIDE. Few realize, however, the effort that goes into 
putting it together. The 1984-85 INSIDE, in its sixth year of publication, was a success - winning another second place cer-
tificate from the Columbia University Scholastic Press Association in national competition. Meeting every Thursday morning 
before school, staff members gather around Co-Editors Beth Dow and Ralph Tredwell to discuss with Advisor Sandford Phip-
pen the makeup of each of the five editions of the paper. The procedure is never dull. The editors retain fond memories of: 
Phip's tirades, Money Troubles, lay-out night, trips to Ellsworth, "Ralph Chapman's Beat," "Skid Talk," "Columbia frowns on 
this," "Redneck Review," "Where are the pictures?", and, of course, the April Fool's Edition. The greatest satisfaction comes 
from finishing each issue in such a way that the staff can be proud of it. 
The day the paper comes out is the most exciting day. The cafeteria overflows with students reading INSIDE with avid in-
terest. Classes are disrupted, and, at the end of the day halls are littered with journalistic creativity. Many thanks to all the 
writers, staffers, advertisers, skids, and "Buddy Talkers" who have made it possible to print all the news that is fit to read. 
AMEN. 
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Homecoming 
~~ 
96 
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Tradition prevailed at Orono's 1984 Homecoming! The weekend featured a parade, pep rally, bonfire, il 
series of athletic competitions, and a dance. 
On Friday night, October 5, the band, homecoming king and queen candidates, grades 9-12, and the fal 
athletic teams gathered t the Newman Center. Led by Orono High's lively marching band, the parad 
proceeded to the high school. Hundreds of people lined the streets to cheer the various groups. As in th 
past, the parade officially kicked off the homecoming festivities. 
After the parade ended, a pep rally roared through the new gym. Many friends, alumni, students, an 
proud parents assembled there, filling it to near capacity. The Varsity nd Freshmen cheerleaders whipP,e 
up the crowd's enthusiasm to a fever pitch. The Varsity Football team, Soccer team, and Field Hoclie 
team each performed a skit for the crow . Senior members of the football team di~guised themselves a 
Coach Pelleriti and impersonated the cheerleaders in their skit. The members of the Field Hockey and 
Boys' Soccer teams imitated each other's coach as Duane Majka led memorable cheer for the spec 
tators. After this, the Booster Club's memb rs were introduced. Then the Ions waited moment arrived, 
the announcement of the 1984 Homecoming King and Queen! Candidates for. the honor were: Senior. 
Don Smith and Katrina Main, juniors Leo Kenn y and Liz Devoe, Sophomores jay Robinson and Amy Nazi. 
zaro, and Freshmen Aaron Rogerson and Paula Rosebush. Wh n all the votes had been tabulated, Senio 
Don Smith and Katrina Main emerged as the official King and Queen of '84. Their first royal act was 
light the bonfire. The flames blazed iercely in the surrou ding darkness. Soon a football helrvet bearin 
Bucksport markings was tossed into the fire, sign· ing what rono Football team intended to do to 
the Bucksport team on the following day. 
On Saturday, October 6, the Orono High Football tea met Bucksport. Bolli teams were undefeated. 
When the dust cleared, Orono had won a cliffha er! Later he Orono and Bucksport Girls' Soccer teams 
faced off. The Orono girls struggled valiantly but lost in an ov rtime. The Orono Boys' Soccer team won 
its game with MDI, and the Field Hockey team fought to a tie ith Hampden. 
An innovative video dance, sponsored by the Boosters' Club, rounded out the memorable events of the 
1984 Homecoming celebration. 
FOR THE 
SAME PRICE 
YOU COULD FEED 
A STARVING 
AFRICAN CIHID 
FOR 
ONEMONTII. 
HOJI' "" "' I"J' OU Ha. 
+ 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
STUDENT COUNCIL: (Row 1, L to R) Beth Roundy, 
Lynda Metcalf, Vicki Mallory, Cheryl Bouchey, 
Shannon Maher, Sandy Hart, Kim Peters, Nancy 
Chapman, Jennifer Blass, Tracy jordan. (Row 2) 
John Pelleriti, Jeff Longcore, Susan Snow, Missy 
Robbins, Amy Nazzaro, Melinda Sewell, Lucy 
Wilson, Maddy Bruehl, Faith Erhardt. (Row 3) 
Robert Metcalf, Kevin Therrien, Matt LeClair, 
Stephanie Erb, judy azzaro, Joe Trefethen, Liz 
Devoe, Elizabeth Williams, Laura Ross (Row 4) 
Derek King, Don Smith, Casey Cobb, Rick Hadley, 
M olly Matava, Joanna Prouty, Bob McCormick. 
1: Lucy Wilson presents a check of $200 to Mr. 
Burgess of the American Red Cross, after Ethiopia 
Day. 
2: STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICERS: (L to R) Don 
Smith (Treas)., Lucy Wilson (Sec.), Stephanie Erb (V. 
Pres.), Tracy Jordan (Pres .) 
The OHS Student Council has worked harder to 
become more active this year than in past years. 
Under the direction of Mr. Gardner, members 
have accomplished a great deal. Students revised 
the outdated constitution, conducted surveys to 
represent student-body opinion, raised $200 to aid 
Ethiopia, and sponsored a blood drive, the latter 
two events in connection with the American Red 
Cross. Special efforts were made by all members 
to increase student participation and awareness in 
the school. 
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YEARBOOK STAFF· (Horizontal, Front) Matt Lewis. (Row 1, L to R) Elizabeth 
Williams, Laura Ross, Sandy Hart, Judy Nazzaro, Beth Roundy, Cheryl Bouchey, 
Orla O 'Callaghan, Anna Luszczynska, Marty McDonough, Hein Brutsaert, 
Duane Majka. (Row 2) Molly Matava, Shannon Maher. (Row 3) Chris 
Thibodeau, Lisa Demaso, Ruthe Dean, Kim Wade, Kelly Bridges, Kevin Ther-
rien, David Pyles, Elke Brutsaert, Heather Kirk, Amy Blease, Marji Russ. (Row 4) 
Chris Decker, Sean Wasson, Carolyn McDonough, Richard Hallee. (Row 5) 
Peter Marks, Wendy Murch, jennifer Tremblay, Kathy Watt, Karin Netland, 
Faith Erhardt, Lucy Wilson . (Row 6) Tim Dexter, Bob McCormick, Maddy 
Bruehl. (Row 7) Kris Ellingsen. (Missing) Matt Schmidt, Frances Sassaman, jen-
nifer Blass, Mike Roundy, Lorraine Sandford, Jeanne Matava, Rachel Herrold, 
Susan Murch, Laura Downey, )enni Shirley 
"#79639" 
" How do you spell. . . azzaro ... Cid Dyjak .. . Yadusoneye 
Zollitsch .. . Luszczynska ... Suletzki ... Guszak ... Kaopuiki? " 
" I've changed my mind." 
" Conquering the cropper is an easy task ." 
" It's on the wall. " 
"Want some M & M's? Want to make Friends?" 
"This room's cold!" 
" I know what you mean." 
" Hi' I'm Nany Gilles from Prono, Maine." 
" Want some chewy lifesavers? " 
" Meet Miss Marge, our new centerfold ." 
"2.61; 3.26; 36 or 48 point; 8 or 10 point . .. any questions? " 
" You showed up for the picture; why not show up for the 
workshop? " 
" I still think the layouts will be much better when you three get 
finished ." 
" Where's the copy? Where do you think? Sit down and start 
writing it." 
" WendyWendyWendyWendyWendy ... " 
YEARBOOK 
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TEAM ROSTER : 
(Row 1, L toR) Sean 
Wasson , Dave 
Pyles, Joshua Hud-
son, Chris Decker, 
Jeff Longcore. (Row 
2) Peter Marks, Paul 
Murphy , Alex 
Ziegler . (Missing) 
John Sucec, Carl 
Crawford. 
Chess has always been one of the world' most refined sports . Here at Orono High School, the Chess Club, coached by typing 
teacher Diane Henderson, has striven to attain new heights in etiquette and sportsmanship. However, the OHS Chess Club could hardly 
be labelled as a bunch of pansies. The Club takes pride in some of its more street-wise members who everyday after school shed their 
Mr. Tough Guy image to sit down and play a gentleman's game of chess. 
In 1985 the club participated as a team in the Eastern Maine Indoor Chess League. The team is led by " Chess Queen" Peter Marks, 
who has been very competitive with the league's best chess players . Peter is backed by John Sucec, Carl Crawford, Jeff Longcore, and 
Reggie Puri who have consistently been staunch foes throughout the season. Also seeing frequent E.M.I.C.L. action were David Pyles, 
Joshua Hudson, Sean Wasson, Paul Murphy, Chris Decker, and Alex Ziegler. Although some might call these players extras, they were 
actually quite indispensable, often winning the coveted " Chess Player of the Week" award. 
Although the Chess Club as a team had only a mediocre season, the team showed that it has great potential when all of its starting 
lineup find the time to show up for the matches. Next year's outlook is even rosier. The club will be losing only four seniors (Jeff 
Longcore, Chris Decker, Sean Wasson, and Alex Ziegler) and appears to be a force to be reckoned with as all of its returning members 
will have one more year of experience under their belts. Good Luck, Chess Club! 
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A question often asked of AFS members is, "What is AFS?" AFS 
stands for American Field Service, an organization which promotes 
human understanding through student exchanges. A member of 
AFS has the opportunity to get to know and understand people 
from other countries by being exposed to their customs, languages, 
and interests through foreign students. The result of all this is 
meeting new individuals and making new friends. 
Our AFS club has engaged in several fundraising activities. We 
sold sub sandwiches and candy grams. We held an auction and 
sponsored a concert by the "UNFORGETI ABLE" Freedom Jam. All 
these events successfully raised money to support our AFS 
program. 
This year Jenny Jacobs is in Portugal, Liz Clark in Mexico, and 
Chris Shirley in Ecuador. Next year Karen Tyler was accepted for 
the 1985 Exchange. Her destination is yet unknown. \. 
'-.. 
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AFS: (Row 1, L-R) Jenni Tremblay, Josie Jardim, Orla O'Callaghan (Pres.), Evelyne Yadusoneye. (Row 
2) Karen Tyler, Amy Blease, Stephanie Erb, Ann Homola, Kim Peters, Vicki Mallory, Cheryl Bouchey, 
Michelle McKee, Kim Martin, Dee Virtue (Advisor). (Row 3) Travis Longcore, Jeff Longcore, Shannon 
Maher, Lucy Wilson (V.P.), Joshua Hudson, Kelly Milheron, Missy Robbins. (Missing) Carolyn 
McDonough (Sec.), Kelly Bridges (Publicity). 
my 
like. 
ought 
or tv serYis like "Dallas" or the 
from Paris to Maine, I 
My stay in Orono in-
the natural world. I also 
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M.C. 
MISS DAVIDA JOHN 
MISS FELICIA 
KNIGHTLY 
MISS VANESSA 
MA TTRESSBACK 
MISS BEATRICE SMALL 
Jeff Brown 
David John 
Hein Brutsaert 
Tom Sewell 
Kris Ellingsen 
Mom, I can dress myself! 
Where's the Beef? 
I want to be your Dolly Beauty is only skin deep 
Nothing beats a great pair of legs Gentlemen prefer Hein My cup runneth over 
The Baboon Ballet: Absolutely smashing! Cooling off the maniac Miss Ugly handles victory well!105 
SPEECH & DEBATE 
SPEECH & DEBATE: (L-R) (Row 1) Laura Downey, Coach Peg Acheson, Liz Ashley, Betsy Bentley, jessica Krichels, Megan Bayer, jessica Davidson (Row 2) Kris Ellingsen, 
Trey Clukey, Kristi Heath, Dave Pyles, Alex Ziegler, Shannon Maher, Nancy Soule (Row 3) Josh Hudson, Richard Hallee, Matt Schmidt, Peter Marks, Paul Murphy. 
The Speech and Debate team is unique in that our days often begin as early as four a.m.! However, these early morning departures sometimes cause problems such as 
people getting up late (Peter) or not getting up at all (Chris). The long morning bus rides are enlivened by Richard 's sticky buns. While some sleep, most of the debate 
team are preparing their arguments and, at the same time, discovering what they forgot (Peter). We also enjoy scenic tours of such Maine tourist centers as Lewiston or 
Portland as Coach Anderson tries to locate the school. Once the school is discovered, our fearless extempers wrangle over who is gong to carry the file (it weighs over 
two pounds). As we wait for the first round, Dave gives us a weather forecast. During the first round, the debaters read twenty M . Harvey Brenner cards and spout witty 
sayings such as " You can' t have the whole acid without the orange." The second round passes in a similar manner. Next comes lunch with Paul's Porta-Deli as the main 
feature. Paul's lunch consists of six subs, % lb. of salami, Y2 lb. of Muenster cheese, puddings, and a bottle of root beer, among other assorted delicacies. After lunch 
comes the third round, and Orono can lose to Hermon for the fourth time with the same case. By now, some speech members are becoming bored by hearing the same 
speeches over and over again. Peter is there to liven things up by asking Cliff! on D. Woofhurd to stop smoking during the middle of a round. When waiting for the fourth 
round postings, our team is diminished due to Paul's being ejected for remonstrating with a judge. After the heavy competition of the fourth round, Dave's imitations 
(#7, Ben, " Look at the candle") help to mitigate the intensity as we wait for the awards. Next come the trophies, and, of course, Orono wins the most - including John's 
amazing win on his first time out. Before boarding the bus, our genial Coach Anderson-Acheson passes out the ballots. After a quick stop at McDonald's, the long ride 
home begins. Unfortunately, Reggie realizes he lost his knapsack, but it didn't matter because he found jessica. 
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DRAMA CLUB: (Row 1, L to R) Matt Rice, Amy Nazzaro, Joshua Hudson, Matt Lewis . (Row 2) Adrian Flagg, ean Wasson, Faith Erhardt, Alex 
Ziegler. (Missing) Frances Sassaman, Chris Hatfield, Doug Bost, Laura Downey, Coach Joey Whitmore 
DRAMA 
CLUB 
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An Adult's Idea 
of a Great High School Party 
My son is having a social this evening. 
It will be gloriously fun . 
My son 's party will be perfect. 
The young ladies and gentlemen will talk, 
Preferably about worldly matters . 
Punch shall be sipped from paper cups 
As they play chess and Monopoly. 
I will play my Glenn Miller records 
And maybe people will dance. 
The children will all be gone before 10:00, 
Because young adults should go to bed early. 
by Bob Ranco 
(Untitled) 
at dawn 
I stood at the edge 
with my arms outspread; 
the wind caught my breath 
and carried the rest of me up. 
I swept through golden skies 
so full of laughter that when 
I was set down 
Beauty 
The sky glows 
with pink and peach, 
like a Monet face . 
Radiating warmth, 
exuding relief, 
Clouds 
of an all-encompassing white 
waft upwards, 
and drift outwards . 
"It 's an oak tree," 
says a pristine boy, 
"No, it 's a mushroom," 
corrects another. 
Sirens Blare, and panic 
envelopes all. 
by Peter Marks 
my ears rang with it 
until twilight. 
by Maddy Bruehl 
ENCLAVE: (Row 1, L toR) Joshua Hudson, Amy Blease, Jenni Tremblay, Peter Marks, Ad-
visor Mike Blair. (Row 2) Lara Curtis, David Pyles, Orla O'Callaghan, Wendy Murch. (Missing) 
Doug Bost, Laura Downey. 
At 2:30 p.m. on this 
particular Thursday 
afternoon, several 
students enter room 70 
for the weekly 
ENCLAVE meeting. 
The literary magazine, 
in its 5th year of 
publication, is advised 
by Farnham Blair. He 
enters the room 
carrying a thick folder 
which he sets upon a 
desk. He turns to face 
the group. The stu-
dents eventually get 
seated. A piece of 
student writing is ex-
tracted from the folder 
and read aloud. The 
room is silent for a few 
moments while the 
listeners, clustered 
about Blair, contem-
plate the selection. He 
smiles, then says, 
"Let's try it again." 
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Senior Play 1984 
BIEDERMANN AND THE fiREBUGS 
SENIOR PLAY CAST: 
(Row 1, L to R) Marty 
McDonough, Hein 
Brutsaert, Anita Storch, 
Kim Wade, Kathy 
Watt, Ralph Chapman. 
(Row 2) Lucy Wilson, 
Matt Lewis, Doug 
Bast, Stephanie Erb, 
Dee Dee Keene, Alex 
Ziegler, Chris Hatfield, 
Don Smith. (Row 3) 
Karin Net/and, Frances 
Sassaman , Trey 
Clukey , Wendy 
Murch, Marji Russ, 
Or/a O ' Callaghan, 
Steve Miller, joey 
Whitmore, julie Lisnet 
(Directors). 
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BIEDERMANN AND THE FIREBUGS 
The senior play for 1984-5 was successfully directed by two UMO theatre graduate 
students. julie Lisnet and johanna Whitmore. They did a commendable job working 
around an extremely tight schedule and tackling various problems connected with 
playdirecting. 
BIEDERMA N AND THE FIREBUGS, an hour-long, one-act play by the German dramatist 
Max Frisch, is about two admitted arsonists, Schmitz and the devilish Eisenring, who 
choose Biedermann's attic as the target for a blaze. Ignoring the truth, Biedermann allows 
the men to arrange their kerosene barrels in his house, and in the end, even as his house 
goes up in flames, he refuses to believe that the two men are really arsonists. A chorus of 
firemen, incorporating the majority of the cast, could be interpreted to represent 
Biedermann's conscience. Other characters were Anna, Biedermann's temperamental 
maid; Babette, his dizzy wife, and the Professor, who, in the end " disassociates" himself 
from the arsonists. 
Asked how he felt about the experience as a whole, Hein Brutsaert mused, " It was , 
better than I thought it would be, but I still don' t think it should have been a high school 
play." Marji Russ confessed, "I screwed up, but I had fun," and Don Smith added, 
" Schooner, well ... " Doug Bost was quoted as saying, " GEORGE GOBEL GOES TO 
HOLLYWOOD was better." Matt Lewis offered, " Thank God it wasn' t a musical," and 
Kathy Watt thought, "It was well worth the long, hard practices for the large audience 
that attended!" Chris Hatfield quipped, smiling, " We shot some culture into their veins!" 
Biedermann 
Schmitz 
Eisenring 
Babette 
Anna 
Director 
Ass't Director 
Lights 
Props 
Sound 
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DOUGBOST 
DO SMITH 
CHRIS HATFIELD 
MARJI RUSS 
WENDY MURCH 
JULIE ARNOLD 
JOEY WHITMORE 
TREY CLUKEY 
KARIN NETLAND 
FRANCES SASSAMAN 
and LUCY WILSON 
CAST 
Professor STEVE MILLER 
Policeman HEIN BRUTSAERT 
Mrs. Knechtling ORLA O 'CALLAGHAN 
Chorus Leader MATT LEWIS 
Chorus DEE DEE KEENE, ANITA STORCH, 
ORLA O 'CALLAGHAN, KIM 
WADE, MARTY McDONOUGH, 
ALEX ZIEGLER, KATHY WATT, 
HEIN BRUTSAERT, RALPH 
CHAPMAN, STEPHANIE ERB 
BEHIND THE SCENES 
JEANNE HA TI (Sec. -
Sup't.) 
GERRY MARTIN 
(Custodian) 
BILL RICHARDS 
(Custodian) 
HAROLD THOMPSON 
(Bidng. Sup.) 
HAZEL DESJERVO (Tchr's 
Clerk) 
KATHY FIELD (Sec. -
Sup't.) 
SHAYNE COBB 
(Sec. - H.S.) 
ROSEMAE 
WESTFALL (Sec. 
- Sup't.) 
CHORU : (Row 1, L to R) DeeDee 
Keene, usan Wentworth, Kristi 
Heath, Mike Perry, Mark Read, jody 
DuBois, jill Diffin, Marie Keene, Karen 
Hender on. (Row 2) Faith Erhardt, 
Vicki Mallory, Travis Longcore, Kris 
Ellingsen, Krissy Guszak, Kelly Martin, 
Stephanie Paul , Beth Roundy , 
Michelle LeBlanc. (Row 3) Nancy 
Soule, Cindy Kaopuiki, Cathy Valen-
tine, Brian Nadeau, Don Smith, Steve 
Alexander, Stephanie Erb, Jennifer 
Look, Lorena Borodko, Ann Homola. 
(Row 4) Shannon Maher, Brenda 
Zollitsch, Alexandra Suletzki, Richard 
Hallee, Cory Kroehler, Valerie Morris, 
Penny Wright, johanna King, Josie 
jardim. (Row 5) David Kroehler (Band 
Director). 
CHORUS& 
ORCHESTRA 
ORCHESTRA: (Row 1, L to R) Ryan 
King, Karin etland, Dana Valleau, 
Ann Homola, Jonathan Aceto, Mad-
dy Bruehl, Lucy Wilson, Carolyn 
McDonough . (Row 2) Marty 
McDonough, Ralph Chapman, Steve 
Whitworth, Brian Nadeau, David 
Pyles, jeff Longcore, Travis Longcore, 
Faith Erhardt, Wendy Murch, Beth 
Dow, Steve Alexander, Ralph 
Tredwell. (Row 3) Brenda Zollitsch, 
Heather Lumppio, DeeDee Keene, 
Augie DeSiervo, David Carlson, 
Richard Hallee, Jay Robinson, 
jonathan Langille, Orla O'Callaghan, 
Nikki Sullivan. 
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BAND 
BA D: (Row 1, L to R) Wendy 
Murch, Karin etland, Ralph 
Chapman, ancy Soule, Karen 
Page, Bonnie McCleave, Cathy 
Valentine, Faith Erhardt, David 
Kroehler (Director) . (Row 2) 
Stephanie Sanger, lan McPhail, 
Joshua Hudson, Cory Kroehler, 
Beth Dow, Heather Lumppio, 
Missy Robbins, DeeDee Keene, 
Steve Whitworth . (Row 3) Brenda 
Zollitsch, Lyn Moody, David Pyles, 
Brian adeau, Jeff Longcore, 
Travis Longcore, Steve Alexander, 
john McDaniel, David Carlson, 
Don Smith. 
STAGE BA D: (Row 1, L to R) ian 
McPhail, Beth Dow, Faith Erhardt, 
Karin etland, Cory Kroehler. 
(Row 2) Travis Longcore, Steve 
Alexander, Steve Whitworth. 
(Row 3) Dan Ross, Brenda 
Zollitsch, Wendy Murch. (Row 4) 
Don Smith, Lyn Moody, Brian 
Nadeau, Jeff Longcore, David 
Kroehler (Director) , Ralph 
Chapman. 
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There is a multitude of hidden talent at Orono High 
hool. Often een lingering in the halls after the la te 
bell are members of the OHS orchestra, a group of 
refined and elite students. Fearlessly led by Mr. 
Thomas, the e musicians begin their mornings on a 
different note. The strings at Orono consistently 
dominate the All-State Orchestra . The orchestra 's 
favorite activities this year were : missing the 
utcracker Suite, picture day, Traumerei and 
Hindemith. Not to be forgotten were : Mood Unit 
Bruehl, broken instruments (oops!), Grace Jones, the 
competition, rallying for the big concert, " P is for 
power," and pizzicato. Although our devoted fans 
usually consist of Mom and Dad, the orchestra 
continues its neverending quest for culture and 
refinement at Orono High School. 
Orono band has a reputation for going through band directors like a 
clarinet player goes through reeds. 1985 saw the arrival of David Kroehler 
as our new "Chief." With the help of band officers and the administration, 
Mr. Kroehler began rehabilitating the band program. This year has been a 
learning experience for the band as well as for Mr. Kroehler (who 
discovered the immense amount of planning involved in marching, pep, 
and jazz bands). Although the band will be severely hurt by losing its 
talented senior members, it will be receiving many very gifted musicians 
from incoming students. Perhaps if they begin rehearsing now, they can 
believe it when they hear, "What are you worried about? We have plenty 
of time to prepare for the concert. " 
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DISTRICT V BAND 
Wendy Murch, Faith Erhardt, jeff Longcore 
ALL-STATE 
(Row 1, L toR) Beth Dow, Karin 
etland, Augie DeSiervo, jon Aceto, 
Maddy Bruehl, Lucy Wilson. (Row 2) 
Travis Longcore, Don Smith, Ann 
Homola, Brian Nadeau, Steve 
Alexander. 
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ALL -EASTERN 
Karin Net/and, Lucy Wilson, Maddy Bruehl 
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jUNIORS A: (Row 1, L toR) Willard Greenwood, Chuck LeClair, H./. Hasey, Danny Lewis, Lori Drake. (Row 
2) Elaine Landa, Buddy Lawrence, Robin Lawler, Tom Hayes, Sandy Hart, Heather Hale, Sharon Grindle, 
Ann Homola . (Row 3) Heather MacMillan, }en Grant, Debbie Ingraham, Michelle Gifford, }oannie Goss. 
(Row 4) Trevor Price, Ray Wood, Greg Rogerson, jim Lucy, Steve Ismail, Dwight Hasbrouck, Missy Farns-
worth. (Missing) Alex Fuentes, Cliff Gridley, Karen Henderson. 
JUNIORS 8: (Row 1, L to R) Mike Roundy, Chris Sullivan, Elizabeth Williams, Tammy Thibodeau, Maria 
Shand, Ralph Tredwell. (Row 2) George Spencer, Lorraine Sandford, Melinda Sewell, Laura Ross, Karen 
Tyler, Jamie Rosebush. (Row J)Anne Tuell, Jeff Sailor, julie Sibley, Maura Viger, Alan Tenney, Missy Russell, 
}ill Tremblay, jennifer Tremblay, Mike Thibodeau. {Missing) john Sucec, Brent Vadas, Regina Whitmer, Matt 
Round. 
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JUNIORS C: (Row 1, L to R) Robin Bouchey, Kelly Bridges, Ruthe Dean, Beth Dow, Elke Brutsaert, Susan Clark, 
John Crocker. (Row 2) Heather Brown, Kim Armstrong, jeanne Comeau, Kristi Bailey, Tim Dexter, Nancy Chap-
man, Laura Downey. (Row 3) Virginia Blanchard, Cherie Comstock, Barney Boyd, Tara Corcoran, David Bain, Liz 
Devoe, Faith Erhardt, Maddy Bruehl. (Missing: Andy Bruchey, Daren Dixon, Tom Caruso.) 
JUNIORS D: (Row 1, L toR) john McDaniel, Susan Mudgett, Carolyn McDonough, Lyn Moody, Kelly Milheron. 
(Row 2) Valerie Morris, joe Meyer, Palmer Myers, Phil Pattakos, Larry Rich, Rajeev Puri . (Row 3) Adam Mciver, 
Bob Ranco, Molly Matava, joanna Prouty, Lesley Robishaw, Rocky Pescarino. (Row 4) Debbie McCrum, Tim M c-
Cluskey, Eric Mason, Bobby McCormick, Julia Sibley, Kevin Parady. (Missing: Peter Marks.) 
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liNKS 50¢ 
:OKE 
tPRITE 
)lET COKE 
)RANGE 
IF FEE 25¢ 
SUPPORT 
)UN/OR CLASS OFFICERS: (Top to 
Bottom) Liz Devoe (Treasurer}, Maddy 
Bruehl (Secretary), Molly Matava (Vice-
President}, Laura Ross (President). 
Juniors lead rigorous lives, especially 
when their class treasury boasts $450 in 
September and at least $1500 will be 
needed by April! How is such a problem 
solved? Simply, we agreed. A little ingenui-
ty and some collective muscle would fill 
our piggy bank in no time. 
Why don't we rake leaves ? What a 
grand thought' Assuming that 30 garbage 
bags must surely be enough for 5-10 
lawns, we purchased that amount. The 
first lawn used them all. Our project ap-
pealed to a variety of recruits: some came 
to jump about in the leaves, others to stare 
at them, and a few to rake them. 
lRONO 
Were we depressed by the disappointing results? Not a 
bit. Why don't we sponsor a babysitting service instead? A 
few ambitious leaders organized, advertised, lugged in a sup-
ply of food and candy for an afternoon of fun and profit . 
Some babysittees even appeared. How they reveled with 
the 2 or 3 babysitters free to frolick with them. Cleaning up 
was the zenith of the project. Not even the vacuum cleaner 
could remove that ground-in glitter! 
Juniors are a hardy breed. We are not easily discouraged. 
Why don't we throw a rowdy dance at the Methodist 
Church? We were off and running. Four chaperones labored 
to restrain the wild surge of 20 crazed teenagers not engag-
ed in TRIVIAL PURSUIT. Those taking money could hardly 
close the cashbox on the huge $60 profit. 
In the midst of our dilemma the Booster Club galloped to 
our rescue. Why not help run the concession stand for the 
home basketball games? The class officers spent hours ar-
ranging for workers but usually found themselves vending 
hot dogs, cokes, and popcorn. The labor shortage was in-
tense. Support for the stand was most encouraging; we did 
make money. We intend to continue our crusade to finance 
the 1985 prom. Got any good ideas? 
BOOSTERS 
I W I 
HOT DOGS 50¢ 
OF 1 . POPCORN 50¢ 
.r46 35 
T 15 
G 
A 
LUMBER 
31-33 Mill Street 
Orono, Maine 
Monday thru Saturday 
call for our hours 
(207) 827-5514 
S.E. M 
c 
MILLAN 
., INC. 
General Contractor 
MRB Box 426 -----:~~ 
Bangor, ME 04401 
CONCRA TULA T/0 
SENIORS! 
68 Main Street 
Orono, Maine 0447 3 
866-3677 
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THE EXCITING EXPERIENCE I PERSC~ALIZED CATERING 
PEGGY HA LLEE 
THE CRACKERBOX CHEF 
AFFORDABLE ELEGA NCE 
ONE HOWLAND PLACE 
ORO NO MAINE 0 44 73 
1207 1 866 -3155 
THE HAIR AFTER 
3 Mill Street, Orono 
Wedding and Formal Attire 
Sales and Rentals 
Marcele Kimble 
University Mall Shopping Center 
Orono, Maine 04473 
827-7851 
Guy's 
Cuts 
$7.00 
Morin Candy Co. 
Ttir 
278 Main P. 0. Box 
Bangor, Me. 04401 
947-8684 
CQi\66liOPPEQ 6HOP 
OF ~t\INE 
Fine Gifts. Clothing, Jewelry, 
So<1ps & Shampoos, Cards & Books. 
Housewares, Toys & Novelties 
RUSSELL ASSOCIATES 
234Main St. 
Orono, Maine 
Real Estate, Insurance 
Auto - Home - Business 
Best Wishes 
to the class of 1985 
Compliments of 
Discount Beverage 
• 7 Oak, Orono 
• Tel. 866-7711 
Good luck 
Uass ot 85 
LaBree's Bakery 
P 0 Box 55) 184 Gillman Falls Ave 
Old Town. ,\!If 
04..J68 
We speualue mall 
baking products. 
Vtstt our thnft shop. 
Hours· Mon.-Fri 
7 a m-'5 p m 
Sat. 7 a m - 72, oon 
"Let us do your baking 
for you.' 
C.ompltments of 
Theodore S. Curtis }r., '58 
Michael H. Griffin, '66 
and 
Robert E. Miller, Esq., '59 
Everybody's 
Super Sandwich and Dairy 
Shoppe 
26 Ar1am St., Or no, Ale 
866-2400 
~ 
edNow URGENT CARE 
A. Dewey Richards, M.D. 
and Associates 
CERTIFIED FAMilY PHYS1C1AHS TREATING All AGES • NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED 
MINIMAL C:!l NO WAmN& • OPEN EVERY OAY AND EVERY EVENING 
365 DAYS X-RAY, EKG,LAB, AND FUNCllOtf TESTING 
5 MINUTES DRIVE FROM BANGOR MALL 
TREATlNQ 
FRACTURES • SPRAINS • MIN0!1 SURGERY 
UED~l•EMOT~NAL•PHYS~ 
ACCIOEHTS • WORKMANS COMP • DIAGNOSTIC 
\'!SA. TtACARI, OE()( CJI CASH ACa.PTEO 
NSI.fWICI fOFU!> PfV'NIED ftll YOU AT NO OIAAO( 
PA'MNT AT M ~ S8I'IU AUOII'S ~t fUS 
303MAINST. 
, MAIN 
®li:J 
eron 
866-5561 
the Store 
26 Mil/St. 
Orono, Me. 
imported and natural 
Foods I Bakery 
Best Wishes for the 
Class or '85 
otun-<![ im c 1J 
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THE BEST IN FOOD AND DRINK 
I THE BANGOR AREA, 
ACROSS FROM THE MALL. 
Relax and Dine with u in a 1920 atmosphere. 
28 mill ~tr..:ct • uroJH I • 66-5515 
BEST OF LUCK TO THE CLASS 
OF '85' 
FROM ALL OF US AT TOWN FARM 
£DIE'S 
HAIR 
FASHIONS 
Cuts 
Frostings 
Perms 
etc. 
PushawRd. 
Glenburn 
942-8095 
207-827-2188 
OLDTOWN 
FURNITURE CO. 
MEDIUM AND HIGH 
GRADE FURNITURE 
44 0. MAIN ST. 
OLD TOWN, ME. 
04468 
EVELYN M. DUBAY 
PRES.- TREAS. 
CO CRA TULA TIONS 
CLASS OF 1985' 
MARGE ERHARDT 
INVESTMENT 
BROKER 
A. C. EDWARDS & SONS, INC. 
Compliments of 
THE 
ORONOKA 
"Food You 'll Remember" 
Orono, Me. 
866-2169 
GOLDSMITH'S 
SPORTING GOODS 
The # 1 Name in Maine Behind 
Athletics 
Old Town, Bangor, Rockland, 
Auburn, Presque Isle 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
BANGOR-
MERRIFIELD 
OFFICE SUPPLY 
14 STATE ST. 
Downtown Bangor 
942-5511 
•IT ALlAN SANDWICHES • 
BEER • WINE • STEAMED HOT DOCS 
CAS • LIVE BAIT • CAME INSPECTION 
.. , OUTER ~ 
v.Aii:iT& 
TELEPHONE 
945-9536 
BILL ST. CERMAI 
PROPRIETO 
Penobscot !nn 
fEATURING 50 UNITS 
Home or the 
ROIJ~OHOlJSE RESTAl!RA~T 
__ ____.._ 
.:&IB:Wl 
ELEGANT AND RESTFUL 
, ~~ Ttle~Won • AM-fM Radio 
, DirK! Olal Phone S~ • Air Cond. 
• Cockt.il Luunc~ • CpiOf ~ble TV 
llast..C.. fis.t · Clrtt 
llloeilr 18trlca !lJftU eioers C. 
570 Main St , BANGOR 947-4566 
BANGOR DODGE 
"FRONT WHEEL DRIVE HEADQUARTERS" 
m. 377 Hogan Rd. 
~~Bangor ~# Tel. 945-5674 
OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8 P.M. 
SATS. TILL 6 P.M. 
YANKEE SPIRIT. ~ 
r.~~.Y~E._6-. · 
~., .t"d lttc ':.,.r~ ;.Nhl<:: or '""c • lV1t--eost .\-11., II __ .._ 
,,lr ,~ Sprr·l :s;_ • YJrl>('o" \d' Ttx~ay ~ .....- ~ ·7jc.: .. ~ 
·• ~:; . .:.rrclr tOult ~·, __ ·t.:h If )f..., •.~cH"'e !(' '\Je :, "'U""f,_ 
Y, ~.. c>•:rvrn.::) • ~· r I( ."..J">~ •• Pr~-::~ '53 ,~-df 
t. •·· ... <. . rt.:l"'l. -~ 'l(thl'i ..... ,.., r\.~"t.!SS :J't 
.., '.J s~··:· '. y .... • ~. 't·' .... v·"'\Yt .,y.- ., 
'\v ~.1·~ 1\.r· · ~ s .l. jY._ ' ._ . .,., Jf'd <: •, "\; 
)(\ !"•rOli.J~C._) ''.t• "i ·1,.,•,,....: .\!('":, I !'. "L' 
Sc. ... ~n(1 ( .J"" .. (... ldi;Jt1 
MII/III/II Aid/111.A 
YAJII(EE SPtRIT. YAJII(EE VALLE. 
OPEN HOLIDAYS 
LANCASTER'S 
MARKET 
State St., Veazie 
MON. -FRI. - 6:30A.M. -9 P.M. 
SAT. AND SUN. - 8 A.M. -9 P.M. 
Elaine M. Fortin Tel. (207) 827-6822 
Fortin's Pet Services 
Grooming and Training 
AKC Oobermans 
Box 20, Stillwater Ave., Orono, Me. 
04473 
1h£N· s~)et~ 
Porteous 
INTOWN PORTLA 0 -
MAINEMALL-
NEWINGTO MALL -
BANGOR MALL - AUBUR MALL 
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ORONO NURSING HOME 
Home-Cooked Meals - Homelike Atmosphere 
• 24-Hour Licensed Personnel 
Benn0ch Road, Orono 
• Approved for Medicare and Medicaid 
William C. Shirley, Administrator 
A Complete Printing and 
Copying Service 
• 21-Bed Licensed 
Extended Care Facilities 
• 60-Bed Nursing Home 
Facilities 
• Open Admiuion Policy 
866-4914 
DINNER 7 DAYS 5-9 Sun.-Thurs. 
5-10 Fri. -Sat. 
2 Mill S~reet 
Orono, ~Jfaine 
04473 
Telephone 
(207) 866-7003 
BEST WISHES 
TO THE 
CLASS OF 1985 
LUNCH Mon.-Fri. 11:30-2:00 
Home of the 5-min. Express 
Lunch and 60-second lunch 
123 Franklin St. BANGOR 
942-7492 
ORONO BOOSTER CLUB 

E:NGLISH .... 
MARY-HELEN GEORG/TIS NANCY GILLES PEGGY ACHESON 
My favorite book is THE OXFORD · Virginia Woolf's THE WAVES is my "cur- My favorite book is QBVII; it has characters 
BOOK OF ENGLISH VERSE. It has a rent" favorite because it encapsulates con- from different parts of the world. It also 
little of everything to suit all of sciousness and mirrors thought. made me literate about World War II. 
one's moods. 
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SANFORD PHIPPEN 
My favorite is LOOK HOMEWARD, 
ANGEL by Thomas Wolfe. It was the first 
book I read that showed me how life 
became art. 
FARNHAM BLAIR 
My favorite book is SAILING AROUND THE 
WORLD by joshua Slocum because he was in-
terested in everything. 
Yesterday, up in the third floor bedroom which is rapidly degenerating to just another attic, I 
found a rather dusty but not yet moldy 1969 CRIMSON CRIER. Beginning at the back, naturally, 
I thumbed through the pages. On page 44 was the Junior Prom with all the men in sedate tux-
edoes and all the girls with long white gloves and skirts that swept the floor. Another page 
featured the "Best Dancers", obviously experts at the tango. Next, class pictures with mini-
skirted girls sitting neatly with all eyes straight ahead, knees carefully close together and hands 
folded with precision at just the proper spot on the laps. The last year of comfortable confor-
mity - but on the senior page was just a hint of things to come: being a senior is "being able 
to grow a mustache and then dare to wear it to school." Being a senior is " nothing to teachers 
and everything to students." So said 1969 - Not true . Teaching a class is not an orderly pro-
cess like stuffing informational flyers into self-addressed, stamped envelopes on a quiet after-
noon. It's a day-by-day experience with very special people, each of whom is important in his 
or her own way, unique and unforgettable. 
1985 was a real contrast . It was the class of designer jeans, unlaced ikes, Christmas can-
dygrams, Valentine carnations, hockey pucks, baseballs, multiple earrings, leather jackets, and, 
above all, the computer. When you, reader, some twenty years from now, open up your dus-
ty yearbook, I hope you'll laugh a little, between sneezes, at all these things and remember us 
not as experts who tried to program you but as teachers who tried to give you not just the 
facts and figures but some understanding of the world in which you live (and most importantly, 
a sense of your own real worth to that world .) - MARY-HELEN GEORGITIS 
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SCIE:NCE: 
I 
DAMARIS HARLOW VIRTUf JOHNJESKEY 
Tht year I am particularly atisfied I remember the dtalysi~ expenment using 
wtth the change we made tn the saliva be au e it wa so gros~ 
physical science program 
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LARRY GRIFFIN JUDY TREDWELL 
Most memorable wa Per J Phystcs and I remember water fights wtth teve Ismail 
Trevor Pnce (who <ertatn classmates and Allen Tenney 1 
found parttcularly sttmulattng). I don 't 
think I have ever had a group of students 
who toiled o conscientiously I am en-
couraged to go for another 15 year 
MIKE HUTCHINS 
MATH LEAGUE: (Row 1, L to R) john Sucec, Larry Rich, Elizabeth Williams, Beth 
Dow, Ann Homola, David Pyles, Matt chmtdt. (Row 2) Chris Hatfield, Lorratne 
Sandford, Frances Sassaman, Chris Sullivan, Kathy Watt, Jeff Longcore, Wendy 
Murch. (Row 3) Reggie Puri, Mike Roundy, Casey Cobb, Marty McDonough, 
Hein Brutsaert, Laura Ross. 
SHIRLEY ELLIS STEVE CARD ER 
M 
T 
H 
I thmk that bemg a math teacher has helped Math has come in handy when I'm Bemg a math teacher has gtven me an ad-
vantage over others. Thmgs that bother 
them. like ca/culatmg ligures at the 
grocery stores. are ea y tor me. 
CLIFF McCORMICK 
Math has helped me a lot; it 's 
how I earn a hmg. me be a better con umer doubling reopes 
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JOANNE GANTT HARRY P. GAFFNEY 
Language helped when I lived in Latin taught me facility with the English 
other countries. I learned the language, to express my thoughts 
language of the country in order precisely and concisely. 
to know the culture and people. 
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jULIE RAND 
French has helped me in travel to 
France and Quebec, allowing me to 
communicate with local people. 
LAURA WHARTON 
Languages are important! Surtout pour diner. 
Besides, how would we be able to understand 
words like "chocolate," "restaurant," or 
"cafe" without studying diligently? 
Why Latin? 
Latin means mental exercise in organized think-
ing, increase in vocabulary, and expansion of 
historical background. Students begin to appreciate 
the sound foundation they have already received, 
and are still receiving, in English grammar. The 
specific tool particular to the class is repetition, 
repetition, repetition, and then there is light. I con-
sider my teaching style to be traditional and 
thorough. I chose to teach Latin because, as the 
basis of English, Latin is a major contributor to the 
communication of ideas (which is the single primary 
goal of all education!) - Harry P. Gaffney, Latin 
FRENCH NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: (L to 
R) Wendy Murch, Lucy Wilson, Kathy Watt, 
Jeff Longcore, Karin Netland. 
PAUL PROLL 
I feel that OH ha. too much sport, too 
many grade , and too many brace 
R 
T 
H 
I 
s 
T 
0 
R 
CARL EST A BROOKS 
The Tonkin Resolution mfluenc-
ed my life becau e it ent me to 
Vietnam. 
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LEO PELLER IT/ 
The day that I was born had great 
histoncalsigndicance in my life' 
--
PAUL BESSEY 
/. F. Kennedy's assassmation affected 
me. I wasn 't very old then; /looked up 
to him very much; it was traumatic 
HARRY SCHOENBERG 
l F. Kennedy's assassination had great 
sigmficance to me. His election began a very 
optimistic time in American politics, and then 
(snap') - it was all over. 
JOHN THOMAS 
The significance of the music program 
lies in its cultural contribution to the 
school and to the community. 
DA V/0 KROEHLER 
I have really appreciated the support of 
the administration. 
M 
u 
s 
I 
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VELMA LEVEILLE 
My favorite book is the one that 
1sn 't overdue 
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JANE VANARSDALE 
I encourage everyone to read everything 
he can get hi hands on. A love of reading 
will last a lifet1me. 
SHEILA KRAUTKREMER 
I enjoy working with students in a small 
group situation, so I can get to know 
them better. 
CANDY HACKETT 
The most rewarding aspect of my job is 
that I am working w1th young people. 
SCOTTY FOLGER 
enjoy knowing students well. It is 
rewarding to be able to help them 
learn in the best way they can. 
BOB LUCY 
I am really happy with the quali-
ty of student athletes that we 
get, they're really great k1ds, 
really great. 
ROBERT A FOWLER 
The most significant part of our 
program is the large number of 
~tudents mvolved 1n 1t and the 
variety of choice we can offer. 
p 
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DIANE HENDERSON 
Busmess is a way of teaching 
orgamzation and responsibility. 
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PAT TRASK 
Business teaches org,1nization and 
everyday life demands good 
organization. 
OLYMPIA 
• 
.. . . -
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DIANE BATTY 
I enjoy teaching lifeskills which will help 
my students five on their own and sur-
vive as adults. 
DON MOORE 
Co-op is an academic credit program 
"phased" individually for all students 
who want to learn job-seeking, job-
keeping, and career success skills 
GARYLEWIA 
Just seeing the smile on the student's 
face and knowing that he can 't wait to 
get that proJect home to show Mom 
and Dad is reward enough for me. 
LARRY BERTHIAUME 
I enjoy watching the students progress 
m the1r skills and learn new approaches. 
VOC. -ED: (Row 1, L toR) Bill St. john, Chris 
Mason, Jodi Howe, Leo Kenney, B. }. Hale, Dawn 
Nason. (Row 2) Paul Dowling, Les Wentworth, 
Steve Hogan, Steve Smith, Ken Reese. 
II 
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NHS, 1984: (Upper Right) (Row 1, L-R) Advisor Mary-Helen 
Georgitis, Lisa Demaso, Casey Cobb, Peter Allen. (Row 2) Chris Hat-
field, Frank Hackett, Matt chmidt, Teresa now, Judy Nazzaro. 
(Miss1ng) Karin Netland, Jeff Longcore, Aida Luszczynska, Tracy 
Jordan. 
In the spring of 1984, some OHS students received accolades from 
the Orono faculty . Each discipline - English, Math, Science, Foreign 
Languages, and Social Science - selected students from grades 9-
12 who demonstrated superlative achievement. The individuals 
honored merit high pra1se for their exemplary excellence. In early 
'85 a tea was held to recognize all students carrying a first semester 
" A" average. 
,, 
~C~DE:MIC 
~W~RDS 
' 84 , GR 12 
DIA E JE I GS 
(Math , Sci ). 
A E WIL 0 
(Eng .). MARY 
DEVOE (S. Sci .), 
CHRIS SHIRLEY (FI) 
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}OSEPHMATAVA 
Superintendent of Schools 
Assistant Principal/ Athletic Director 
G 
u 
I 
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J:\ 
N 
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E: 
THOMAS PERRY 
Principal, Orono High School 
}AMES MacNAMARA 
Guidance Counselor, 9-12 
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4 
1 steve miller, 2 tim 
daniels, 3 joe trefethen, 4 
rick hadley, 5 or/a 
o 'callaghan, 6 hein 
brutsaert, 7 deedee 
keene, 8 mike schnur, 9 
sue berry, 10 casey cobb 
babes in the woods 
7 
10 
12 
11 lisa demaso 
12 anita starch 
13 matt prue 
14 kim peters 
15 jon robinson 
16 josie jardim 
17 kathy watt 
As seniors, we are often confronted with questions such 
as, "Are you planning on going to college?" and " What 
are you going to do with your life?" Although these are 
difficult questions to answer, they are not nearly as over-
whelming as the question most frequently asked of seniors 
by the classmates, "Can you believe we're actually 
SENIORS!?" 
Our physical appearances have changed drastically but 
inside we often still feel like children longing to be 
sheltered. At the time where life is beginning to offer us 
great new opportunities, seniors begin to feel again like 
"babes in the woods." 
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18 mark hersey 
79 stephanie 
erb 
20 karin 
net/and 
21 adam 
severance 
22 kim blease 
23 wendy 
murch 
24 tim tinkham 
25 kelly jordan 
26 kim wade 
27 judy 
nazzaro 
19 
• 
28 
32 
28 chris decker 
29 frank hackett 
30 chris thibodeau 
31 dana valleau 
32 marty mcdonough 
33 lucy wilson 
34 ralph chapman 
35 sandy modery 
36 katrina main 
division page 151: matt 
schmidt 
155 
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In loving memory of: 
PRISCILLA BAKER 
SENIOR INDEX KEY: 
Affirm. Act. - Affirmative Action 
All East. -All-Eastern 
All St. - All-State 
Base. - Baseball 
B. Ball - Basketball 
C. Band - Concert Band 
Cheer. - Cheering 
Chess - Chess T earn 
Cl. Off. - Class Officer 
Cont. Fac. -Control Factor 
Dist. V - District Five 
DC- Drama Club 
FH -Field Hockey 
Foot.- Football 
FNHS - French National Honor Society 
Ice Hoc. - Ice Hockey 
Intra. - lntramurals 
I. Tr.-lndoorTrack 
Math. -Math League 
M. Band - Marching Band 
News. - Newspaper (INSIDE) 
NHS -National Honor Society 
ODAC- Orono Drug and Alcohol rnmrnitltP• 
Oly Mind- Olympics of the Mind 
Orch. - Orchestra 
Peer - Peer Support 
P. Band- Pep Band 
Prom - Prom Committee 
RQT.- Racquetball 
Soc. - Soccer 
S. & D.- Speech and Debate 
S. Tr.- Spring Track 
S. Band - Stage Band 
St. C. -Student Council 
Swim.- Swimming 
Ten. - Tennis 
Voc.- Vocational Education 
X-C - Cross-Country 
Yb- Yearbook 
CLASSMATES GONE BUT NOT 
FORGOTIEN 

We are Seniors, and we have finally arrived. Unfortunately, we are not sure where we have arrived, where we go from here, and 
whether we want to leave our past behind us. There are as many different attitudes toward the final year of high school as there are 
students in the senior class. We catch ourselves both blessing the final week of school lunches and growing sentimental during the last 
week of 6:30a.m. bus rides to school. We complain of stacks of applications to complete and wish the days before we can move out 
of our homes would run out more quickly. Yet we have stopped worrying about rising stacks of homework and lie in bed all day on 
week-ends, savoring the remaining time we have to spend in our beloved rooms. 
This inner conflict between sentimentality and restlessness does not, however, interfere with the exotement of the final year of high 
school. Suddenly the old and mundane assuTT'e new significance. Basketball practices (which used to be dreaded) take on new charm. 
The thought of never playing for OHS again may even drive a team member to snap a shot of the gym to recall the days when he or 
she took the pain of practices for granted. 
Minor new events can also create enthusiasm. The first glimpse of our senior portrait on the fireplace mantle sends our hearts aflut-
ter. Even an act as trivial as being measured for graduation caps can leave us in the clouds. Although these events remind us we are 
seniors, we often smile in disbelief. 
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When we were freshmen and just beginning to explore the innards of OHS, we were overwhelmed by the lofty seniors who 
· the school. As we scurried down the halls hoping not to be late to class, we were often snickered at by seniors who lined the 
Is, socializing until five minutes after the bell had rung Suddenly, without realizing how drastically we have changed, we f1nd ourselves 
the shoes of those seniors we once admired. We are no longer the little children we used to be (and sometimes still feel we are). Occa-
sionally, we flinch to see a classmate recognized in the newspaper as an athletic star or an accomplished musician How could that t1n ·• 
bratty child in our memories have grown into an adult capable of making an impact upon the commun1ty? Our wonder 1ncreases if that 
bratty, child·turned-adult happens to be us. We don't imagine ourselves as excessively " old" or "cool .' ' We don't f1t the 1mage we had of 
our predecessors' status in the school. If younger students admire our maturity, we are apt to dissolve 1n hysterics 
179 
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Although we may not feel particularly mature, we have, perhaps unknowingly, developed our own unique personalities and opin1ons 
through the years. Our newfound individuality, however independent it makes us, wJII never separate us from our peers. Although there 
are many small branches on a tree, they all eventually spnng from a common ba.,e We may all be unique individuals now, but we all share 
a common past ... our beginning years at OHS 
We have experienced the open1ng oi the new OHS addition, the formation of an ice hockey team and a girls' soccer team, the coming 
and going of our band directors, the go1ng of one special football coach, c.omputer dating at OHS, and desperatiOn dancing at the Bounty 
Bandstand' Soon many of us will experience what it feels like to be one of the 100th classe to receive our diplomas Although we are un-
sure if we are ready to leave our comfortable life in·Orono, we must realize that the reluctant excitement we feel is an unwritten gradua-
tion requirement. Although these feelings are common to all sen1ors, we have a personality all our own. We are the tew, the proud, the 
lOOth senior class of Orono High School, the graduating class of 1985! 
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We laughed heartily 
until tears rolled down our cheeks. 
We were through crying over past pains 
And all we had left today was 
maybaskets in the springtime, 
kickball in the autumn leaves, 
and homemade Christmas candies. 
"That was a long. long time ago.·· 
"Yes," I answered. "Perhaps 
Forever." 
Memories were placed 
along with forgotten smiles and tears 
Into a box marked "Past.'' 
I tied the box tightly to my back 
And trudged to the city 
to begin a new life, 
One with a future. 
Yet, on my back 
There is a memory which knocks 
And yells to me from inside the box, 
A memory of a friend 
And of a time when I loved 
only the present. 
"We 'II write to each other after you're gone, 
won't we?'' 
"Yes ... forever." Or at least 
for a long. long time. 
- Karin Net/and 
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JUNIORS: Kelly Bridges, Maddy 
Bruehl, Ruthe Dean, Tim Dexter, 
Faith Erhardt, Sharon Grindle, 
Sandy Hart, Ann Homola, Debbie 
Ingraham, Heather MacMillan, 
Carolyn McDonough, Molly 
Matava, Kelly Milheron, joanna 
Prouty, Bob Ranco, Mike Roundy, 
Missy Russell, Lorraine Sandford, 
Melinda Sewell, Julie Sibley, john 
Sucec, and Elizabeth Williams. 
SOPHOMORES: Jennifer Blass, 
Amy Blease, Cheryl Bouchey, Trey 
Clukey, Kris Ellingsen, Richard 
Hallee, Heather Kirk, Jon Langille, 
Michelle McKee, Shannon Maher, 
Vicki Mallory, Kim Martin, David 
Pyles, and Kevin Therrien . 
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Luszczynska, Jeanne Matava, and 
Susan Murch. 
POWWOW WITH THE CHIEF 
This book is a labor of love. Looking 
back over this year, I wonder, again and 
again, how we ever managed to complete 
it! Then, recalling the long " afternoons" 
(stretching into seven p .m., occasionally 
even midnight), the grueling squabbles 
over pictures, layouts, copy, allocation of 
pages per section/ activity, and almost 
every other major or minor decision, I 
realize that dogged dedication and sweaty 
labor, not magic, built this book. 
Many people merit my thanks, but due 
to certain manque d'espace and the 
probability I would omit someone, I will 
hand kudos to only one Nany (MG) for let-
ting me have my way most of the time (ex-
ceptions: sorry about the ad prices; happy 
about the proofs), agreeing upon the pur-
suit of perfection (even in the face of over-
whelming odds), and supporting my deci-
sions (The Picture). You have my admira-
tion for selecting the one " Yes" instead of 
the fifty + " No's", for typing (almost) every 
piece of copy in the book, and for being 
the brilliant maestro that you are . Thanks 
to you, the visual-verbal symphony which 
is the 1985 CRIMSON CRIER is of profes-
sional quality. 
Twenty years from now, when 
unknown, perhaps as yet unborn, students 
flip idly through these pages, I hope the 
book can still provoke smiles, admiration, 
and a sense of what it was like to be a part 
of Orono Jr.-Sr. High School in the mid-
1980's. That would consitute the finest 
legacy I could leave the school, the com-
munity, and those unknown readers. 
WENDY MURCH, Editor-in-Chief 
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"As I was paddling along the north shore 
one very calm October afternoon, having 
looked in vain over the pond for a loon, 
suddenly one, sailing out from the shore 
toward the middle , set up his wild laugh and 
betrayed himself. I pursued with a paddle, 
and he dived, but when he came up, I was 
nearer than before. He dived again , but I 
miscalculated the direction he would take, 
and we were fifty rods apart when he came 
to the surface this time, for I had helped to 
widen the interval; and again he laughed 
long and loud, and with more reason than 
before. He maneuvered so cunningly that I 
could not get within half a dozen rods of him. 
Each time, when he came to the surface, 
turning his head this way and that, he coolly 
surveyed the water and the land, and, 
apparently chose his course so that he might 
come up where there was the widest 
expanse of water and at the greatest 
distance from the boat. It was surprising how 
quickly he made up his mind and put his 
resolve into execution. He led me at once to 
the widest part of the pond and could not be 
driven from it. Once or twice I saw a ripple 
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where he approached the surface, just put 
his head out to reconnoitre, and instantly 
dived again . I found that it was as well for 
me to rest on my oars and wait his reap-
pearing as to endeavor to calculate where 
he would rise; for again, and again, when I 
was straining my eyes over the surface one 
way, I would suddenly be startled by his 
unearthly laugh behind me. After an hour 
he seemed as fresh as ever, dived as will-
ingly, and swam yet farther than at first. 
I went to the woods because I wished to 
live deliberately, to front only the essential 
facts of life, and see if I could not learn 
what it had to teach, and not, when I came 
to die, discover that I had not lived. 
We may come to a perpendicular 
precipice, but we need not jump off, nor 
run our heads against it. At the same time 
that we are earnest to explore, and learn 
all things, we require that all things be 
mysterious and unexplorable. We need to 
witness our own limits transgressed. 
Excerpts from WALDEN by Henry David 
Thoreau 
Like the loon on Walden Pond, we pursue 
our own purposes, often outdistancing or 
abandoning those who would be our compa-
nions and guides. We vanish beneath the 
surface of things, apparently lost to our old 
habits and haunts, but wherever we surface, 
whether a few yards or thousands of miles 
away, it 's on the same pond, a blue and 
white lake drifting in the black gulfs of 
space. Our destinations vary. The passages 
to our goals are often neither as direct nor as 
simple as we imagined they would be, but 
we follow our aspirations, guided by the 
strengths attained in the past from our 
families, friends , and community. We 
remember our days in the crimson forest , 
even as we steer towards the unknown 
future . T . S. Eliot's enigmatic statement that 
"In my beginning is my end" reassures us 
that our act of Leaving is itself some kind of 
Arrival. 




